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.ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the electoral cleavages in

Metropolitan Hamilton as demonstrated during the 1963, 1967 and 1971

Provincial elections and the 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal elections.

Through the use of ecolgocial data found in the 1961 census bulletins and

the poll u by-poll election results for the above elections an effort is

made here to examine sources of consistent party support and areas of

fluctuation. Thus, this thesis has attenpted to demonst ate that there

are distinct social class differences be~/een sources of party support in

the study area. The data presented in this thesis is analyzed in order to

provide a descriptive picture of voting patterns in Metropolitan Hamilton

and the relationship this has with the nature of federal and provincial

electoral politics in the province of Ontario.
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PREFACE

For someone who has a penchant for politics as I do, and in

particulat" the political activity of party politics, voting patterns

displayed in the electorate are often baffling. After all, as a party

'partisan, it is most difficult to recognize and accept the possibility

that my vievlpoint is not always clear or acceptable to others. The fact

that this is the case ensures that those of us who are partisan undergo

acute frustrations at election time. It is the frustrations of a

partisan NDP'er resulting from the 1971 provincial election in Ontario and

the 1972 federal elect"on that gave birth to the idea behind this thesis.

Ths original concept of this study was similar to the efforts of

most research projects at their inception: too big to ha·ldle. Starting

au' with visions of completing'a major study of the NOP in Metropolitan

Hanrl1ton ill tenns of party Qi'gal'lization during elections, election results

and NDP party activity within the Metropolitan Hamilton region bebJeen

elections, the constraints of time soon changed the nature of this

thesis. Settling dOh~ to examining the voting patterns of Metropolitan

Hamilton on the basis of the social characteristics of the pDpul~tion in

tho region as defined by the 1961 census, the thesis gradual1y became

smaller and snlaller. Even as tlris transformation took place, the result

as presented he\'~e 'ontinues to lack the refinement of focus that I feel

is needed.

An ecological analysis of voting behaviour is a very useful tool

for Political Scientists and politicians alike in order to get la feel I

v



of what is occurring within the electorate. The ability to map out the

geographi ca"1 di std butions of party support in conjunct; on wi til the dam; nant

social characteristics enables one to paint a very clear picture of support

patterns within physical units of a particular constituency or group of

constituencies over time. For party election organizations this is

important as they prepare the foundations of their electoral strategy. For

Political Scientists p it is useful in their attempts to continually

examine changes within the electorate.

While this study does not present any startling findings that

will change the substance of existing knowledge, it has enabled me to see

the patterns of 2lectoral behaviour in a much clearer framework. To that

extent this thesis is more descriptive than anything else.

There has been very little research into provincial politics

in Ontario. If this thesis proves anything, it is probably the need to do

much more work in this area, not only in terms of my original designs,

but in terms of Ontario politics in general.

D.H.R.B.

Mcr~aster Univev-si ty

September 1973
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PART ONE



CHAPTER r

liTHE PROBLEM, SETTING AND TECHNIQUES"



CHAPTER I

A. The Prohlem

Fundamental to the objectives of political science is the goal

of understanding the political behaviour of society. The vagueness

of this goal as well as its broad implications has been a major factor

in the development of specialized fields within the discipline. All of

them are important and all of th~n are as interdisciplinary as the

discipline itself. Consequently, international bargaining is, in

part, studied through the use of psychological models of group beflaviour;

the study of disarmament is concerned with the impact of nuclear

technology on decision-making; the student of political parties must

be fully cognizant of historical tr~ditions; and the individual's social

and physical environment are of prime importance to the student of

voting behavour.

As this takes place, it becomes necessary for political

scientists to refine their knowledge from the realm of speculation to

that of patterns of human behaviour. If political scientists are to

bl~idge this gar between knowledge and speculation it is incumbent upon

them to contilluously, and exhaustively examine and re-examine their

theories on th~ basis of the known social characteristics of society.

T11i5, of course, can be done in many ways and this study illustrates

the use of only one such research tool within the field of voting

behaviour.
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In an effort to add to existing knowledge of society's

political behaviour, this study is primarily concerned with the

relationship of the social environment of the metropolitan Hamilton Area

between 1962 and 1972, with political party polarization and particularly,

this relationship within specified territorial units of the study area.

Before embarking upon this study, it is necessary to provide a

brief description of the physical, time, data and research limitations.

Situated in the heart of industrialized Ontario, Metro-Hamilton

is part of what urban planners consider to be a growing megopolis

sb'etching along t.he shores of Lake Ontario from the City of OshalIJa on

the east side of Metro-Toronto to the City of t~iagara Falls. l It is also

a part of Ontario that is endowed with an ab~ndance of natural beauty in

addition to historical significance of early Ontario. 2

In more recent years, Metro-Hamilton has been the scene of a

great amount of change. While not unique in this respect from many

1. For a fuller discussion of population changes and projections in
the Metro-H2milton Studv Area see: Brief to the Hamilton-
GuY"1i nqton~~'!enhlOrth Loea1 Governrnent" Rev i e\'l, su brnl1tedbY the
CountY-or\:rent\~/. Of part'icular in-terest are tables
21.1 and 21.2, volume three.

2. For a brief sunmation of some of the local history, see: Ibid~9

volume one, p. 37-59.



other Canadian and south-western Ontario centres, the area has been

and continues to be one of the most important industrial and urban

centres in Canada. The large concentration of heavy industry and

parallel employment opportunities have been a major factor in

attract~ng large numbers of Canadians to the area and in providing,

in many areas of the city, a distinct cosmopolitan flavour. The influx

of irmnigrants into the region and the urbanization of the once

agd cul tura1ly based \'!entworth County and the To\'m of Bu rl i ngton has

created an urban metropolis which, according to the 1971 census has a

population of one-half million. 3

A comparison with the 1961 census4 shows us that not only has

th~ Metro-Hamilton population increased by 100,000 people in the past

ten years, the population growth has been most dramatic in Burlington,

East Flambol'ough, Dundas, Stoney Creek and Binbrook. All of the re~

mairling municipalities with the exception of the Township of Glanford

have experienced population growths far below the Metropolitan average

increase of 26 percent. The City of Hamilton has experienced the

lowest increase -- 12 percent.

--_._--------~----

3. Statistic3 Canada, 1971 Census Tract Bulletin, Hamilton,
number 95-709 (CT-9A). -

4. ~id., 1961, number 95-523, ser'ies CT.

4



Table 1-1 5

Population Distribution and the Percentage Population Increase

in f'iietro-Hamilton Study Region Betv/een 1961 and 1971.

5

Municipal ity

1961 1971 % Increase

- --- .

Metro-Hamilton 395,189 498,525 26

"'~ -~=::::& .~ -'". - d
Hamil ton 273,991 309,195 12 J- --
Burlington 85

I

47,008 87,025 I- ,
l'!a terdOl'in 1,844 2,150 16 !

!
East Flamborough 4,334 5,980 37 I
l~est Fl amborough 7,001 8,590 22 i

I
I

Dundas 12,91.2 17,052 33 I,
I-

Ancaster 13,338 15,325 14 I
Saltf1eet 16,424 18,995 15 I1--- -
Stoney Creek 6,043 8,380 38 I
Beverly6 5,023 - -

I
~ -l Glanford 4,714 6,111 29 I

-

II Binbrook 2,557 3,830 49IL __~ -- ... -
5. This table "'as calculat~,d on the basis of the infonnation contained

in the two Statistics Canada Bulletins 95-709 (CT-9A) and
95-523 seii~s CT.

6. neverly Township is not included in the 1971 Hamilton Census Tract
Bulletin referred to above.
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The large population increases in formerly semi-rural, small

town areas has helped to draw Hentworth County into the embrace of an

ever widening web of metropolitan growth centred around the city.

Reluctant to succumb to the dominance of Hamilton, the trend toward

urbanization has now culminated in the decision of the provincial

government to c eate a new regional municipality. This decision has

been the cause of prolonged and bitter debates betvJeen the City,

\~ent\llorth County and the Provincial Govel~nment. p.,t issue \'Ias the

insistance of the County that a bolO-tier governmental structure be

formed in order to preserve the identity and way of life of the semi-

rural areas. As part of Halton County, Bu lington has not. been

included in this new region, it has definitely been part of the growth

experienced by UenhlOrth County and stimulated by the urban-industrial

centre of Hamilton.

I'Ihile one can speculate about the characteristics of the

people moving into the areas outside of Hamilton, no definite

assertions can be made until the full 1971 census is published. What

has been a characteristic of Burlington, East Flamborough , Dundas, Stoney

Creek and Binbrook is their greater than average support to the

Progressive Conservative Party in federal and provincial elections

thY'oughout the decade of 1962 - 1972 compat~ed to the entil~e metro
7pol itan area.

7. While the federal liberal party was dominant in these areas during
the 1965 and 1968 elections, the Conservative vote in these areas has
remained considerahly highel~ then th2 ~1etro-Hamilton average. The
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What we do know about the characteristics of the metropolitan

region is confined to the data provided in the 1961 census. Tables

1-2 to 1-4 prov ide a summary of some of these.

Table 1-2 provides us "-lith a picture of the r'letro-llamilton

region on the basis of ethnicity. While ail areas are dominated by

those of British descent, the City of Hami lton scores 1m'lest with

58%. In fact, all other areas with the exception of the Township

of Saltfleet (59% British) and Beverly Township (63% British) show

a much higher concentration of people with a British background than

the metropolitan average of 62%. The next highest ethnic group

is the Italian community (8%) centl~ed in the City. It "lOuld

seem then, that \'!hile the non British community comprises 38%

of the Metro-Hamilton populati~n, this is concentrated within the

boundaries of the City.

It is not surprising then to find in table 1-3 the largest

percentage groupinq of Roman Catholics in Hamilton. The 30% Catholic

population in the City is hi0her than the Metro average and significantly

higher than the other eleven municipalities. The reverse is true for

the United Church population and to a lesser extent the Anglicans,

Baptists and Presbyterians.

one exception occurred in the Township of Binbrook during the 1971
provincial election. In that year, the Liberals won the township and
the Conservative vote fell from 10% above average in 1967 to 10% below
average in 1971.



8Table 1-2

Percentage Population Distribution of Selected Ethnic Groupings

in Metro-Hamilton

8

Mun i ci pa 1i ty. Ethnic Grouoinos
! •

British French German Italian Dutch
- .

31~letro-Hami1ton 62 ,.,
5 6..)

I
~~.- ==1=-""=-

__u - ==-i,
j Hamilton 58 4 5 8 2 I

I
I I

Bur" i ngton 70 3 4
I

1 51,

I

~!aterdown 78 2 6 0 1
I

East Flamborough 72 2 5 I 1 7 I

!
i

West F1amborough 66 4 8 1 8 I
Dundas 75 3 6 2 3

;

I Ancaster 73 2 6 0 c=J
I Stoney Creek 66 2 3 2 3 I

.
Sa1tfl eet 59 4 6 2 9

1

Beverly 63 2 12 0 10 1
I
I---

Gl anford 71 3 7 1 7 i
I,, I
I

IBinbrook 73 2 6 1 7 i
I

IL I

8. Statistics Canada, oD.cit., 1961.
--"---



Table 1-3 9

Percentage Population Distribution of Selected Religious Groups

in Metro-Hamilton

9

r~uni ci pa 1i.!l Religion

United Presby-
Church Anolican 8aotist terian Catholic*-r * -r--4 26~r'1etro- Hami 1ton 24 20 10

,.. -
Hamil ton 20 19 4 10 30 I

I
t I
I-

IIBurlington 32 23 3 9 19
I I
1\,Taterdown 37 25 3 13 15 ,
! I

lEast Flamborough 40 17 6 8

::~
t

!west Flamhorough
I

32 20 4 I 9
I -t----!D~ndas-- - -------,...

29 24 5 I 12 18 I

t i I
I,\ncaster 35 24 3 I 9 13

~-

I
Stoney Creek 34 24 2 10 16

ISaltfleet 26 20 3 7 22

Beverly 41 10 6 14 11
1

f,lanfOl'd
- -

41 2"1 5 6

~~-:-
46 16 5 9l,nbroOk 12 --l

* This includes tile Greek Orthodox, Ukranian Greek Orthodox and Roman
Catholic denominations.

9. Ibid.
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This pattern continues when the measures 'average income per

family' and 'median home values' are taken into consideration. Of the

twelve comnunities, Hamilton ranks ninth for both of these measures

while Ancaster, Burlington, Dundas and Stoney Creek rank as the top four.

For occupational 0roupings, the expected pattern, based on

the above tables emerges. The managerial and professional people live

outside the city, while more than the average number of craft~nen and

production workers live in the city. The agricultural community is

found in the occupational classification of primary. (See table 1-4,

page 11).

In terms of fedetal and provincial constituencies, 1"le are

dealino with six provincial ridings in 1963 and seven constituencies

in 1967 and 1971. There are five federal ridings for all four federal

elections although boundary re-distribution took place in 1968.

Provincial Constituencies
1967 and 1971

Halton West (Burlington only)
1963

Halton (Burlington only)

Hamilton-Wentworth Hentworth North

HenhJOrth

\·JenhlOrth East

Hami ltan East

Hamilton Centre

HenhIOrth

Hamilton Mountain

Hami lton Ea s t

Hami lton \'Jest

Hamilton Centre
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Table 1-4 10

Percentage Population Distribution of Selected Occupation Groups

in Metro-Hamilton

~!juniciDa1 'ity__-_J. ) Occupation

323

24

r- II)

OJ s..
E (l)
II) £_
+) ::l
4- 0
ttl .0
s- ttl

U _I

33 I sl
=?~

36 6 I
31

I

25

7

OJ
U

>s
O)
If)

13

11

13

15

14

Vl
III
(l)
4
o
s
o..

15

I;tro:f-lam i 1ton 8 10 16 8 6 r 3

~!:;~;,.~~~='..~=- -C=-T'i===9=t-:>=1=O=,!="'==j=T1·~-

lOB 1 0 ~L: 'n9 .~__0_n --:

\\':d terdown

I +-I'Eas-tF·i~~O;-OI-~O-,t;~h 1 .0_9 _. -8 10 6 7 I 23 I 6

I----------t-,--!---!----;---.:-1--"'O-"If----+-_,
Il_'JestF'ial11borough I 9 _. 12 I 9 6 7_-1f----'_5_j_-_'_7--t-_29_~JI
rounda, j12 -14--+'-15-'19- 5 2 -'10 27 I 4 i
~ ~ ~~rnca

ste~~_ I 15_I--l_'_-_7-+-_'_2_-+_9--1__
4
_+'_1_1~1--7_-{_2_~-+1_3-11

t.:: Creek -r 15 ~_6--l__4_-t-__2_1--_6_+ 29 I 2 I
ISaltfieet I 7 6 12 6 7 7 8 wf51
~-Is-- 5T9 4 7 34 6 26 4 i
L .. I I

r_~'la_nf_O~~~____ 7 7 12 5 8 14~ 33 ~

L_~_bl'_.O_O~_~ . ....1.-_

5
_-.L_

6
_.:..-_

8
_i.-__

4
-.1-__

7_..4--2_6_~ 33D
10. Ibid.
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Federal Constituencies11

1962 and 1965

HentvJOrth

Halton (Gur1in~ton Only)

Hamilton South

Hamil ton East

Hamilton I-fest

C. Tir.1e Period

1968 and 1972

Hamilton-Wentworth

Ha1ton -\'JentVJorth

Ham; ltan r"lounta i n12

Hami 1ton East

Hamilton \>lest

The Specified time period for this study is the decade 1962-

1972. This time period was selected for two reasons: first, it

comprised the first decade of the NOP as a political party and second,

these ten years witnessed a number of important political events,

particularly at the federal le~el; events which undoubtably have had a

significant impact on the electorate.

Federally, this decade was marked by the defeat of the

Diefenbaker government and Diefenbaker's replacement by Robert Stanfield

11. Beverly TO'?!r.ship in \'!ent\'lOrth County is included in the federal
ridin0 of ~entworth during the 1962 and 1965 elections. As a
result of re-distribution in 1968, it has been placed in the riding
of t'/ellington and thus lies outside of the study area.

12. Because the election returns for the 1972 election had not been
published in time for use in this study, it was necessary to
obta in them from each constituency return; ng off; cer. Thi s \'Ias
not possible for the riding of Hamilton Mountain.
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as a national leader of the Progressive Conservative Party. The

internal strife within the federal Progressive Conservative Party,

accentuated by fundamental changes in leadership style, has been a

major political event on the national level. Also, the elections

during this time have produced four minority governments lasting

a total of six years. The one majority administration came about

primarily as a result of a change in leadership within the federal

Liberal Party. Howeve}~, the charismatic leadership of Liberal leader

Pierre Trudeau, culminating in his 1968 electoral victory and his

failure to duplicate this in 1972 brings haunting memories of the rise

and fall of John Diefenbaker's Conservative government of 1958-1962.

The federal NOP did not undergo the alterations of the other

blo parties. vlhile a new lead€r viaS elected in 1971, the impact of the

change from T. C. Douglas to David Lewis was not as great as that

experienced by the Progressive Conservative and Liberal parties. Of

greater significance is the fact that in the political turbulance of the

decade, the NOP would seem to have continued to consolidate its

electoral support. 13

Diagram 1-1 presents a graphical description of the varying

-----,
13. Some NDp1ers and political observers would suggest that this

conso1~dation Vias only a failure of the ~mp to make a significant
impact on the electorate. The [)arty, they \'!ould suggest, should
have fared much better in 1972.



Qiagram 1~

Percent liberal, Conservatives and NOP Vote During the Federal Elections

Held Between 1945 and 1972: Province of Ontario

Percent
Popular
Vote

(percent turnout for the 1972 Federal Election was not available)

-.p.

~ Percent Turnout

40

80 !

~

30 " '\ r .Perc~nt ~Llberal

I '20~ "__,,_~rcent CCF/NDP

I
10 l_ ... -

1945 194·9 i 953 1957 1958 1962 1963 1965 1968 1972

Year
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levels of party support in Ontario during federal elections held

between 1945 and 1972. While more will be said of the mirroring

fortunes of the Conservative and Liberal parties and the independent

nature of the NOP support later 5 the graph does illustrate a great

amount of movement within the electorate. Clearly, pa.rty pol itics at

the federal level in the Province of Ontario is characterized by a

great deal of movement within the electorate affecting the fortunes of

the Liberal and Conservative parties. Hhile these b'lO parties have

experienced large fluctuations in support, the NOP has seen its support

slowly increase, with little apparent relationship to the other two

parties.

Provincially, the past decade has not been as politically

volatile. New leaders emerged in the governing Progressive Conservative

party with Premier \-li11iam Davis replacing John Robarts and Stephen

Lewis replacing Donald MacDonald as leader of the Ontario NOP. The most

significant event would appear to be the Progressive Conservative

victory in 1971, when the opposition parties with high hopes of making

significant electoral gains, actually experienced a loss of seats

in the legislature.

Diagram 1-2 graphically represents the levels of popular

support received by the three parties during Ontario provincial

elections held betvleen 1943 and 1971. ~lith a more detailed discussion

on the party support in Ontario to follow, the diagram presented here

indicates some very striking differences between the federal electoral
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patterns (diagram 1-1) and those occurring during provincial elections.

Provincially the Ontario Liberal Pdrty's electoral support is

independent of the support of the provincial Conservatives and the

Ontario NOP. The Conservative and NDP electoral support is not

only inversely related, they are also related to the changes in voter

turnout during provincial elections.

The study period then, is on two levels consisting of the

1962, 1965, 196B,and 1972 federal elections 14 and the 1963, 1967 and

1971 provincinl campaigns.

D. Data Set

The use of ecological analysis as a research tool requires a

great deal of time and effort involved in data collection. This

data essentially involves two types: a) Census materials and b) Poll

by poll election results during both federal and provincial elections.

The census materials \'Jhich deSCI"ibe \'Ihat is termed here as the

social environment, are available through the 1961 national census

I 1 . .. 15 Th' d t' . d th f • f 65 t . t . 1pU).1Catl0ns. 1S a a 15 organ1ze on e oas1s 0 err1 or1a

14. The 1963 election is o~~itted in order to provide at least a three
year time span bet\'leen federal elections.

15. The 1961 census has been used exclusively because it has not been
possible to get a completed copy of the 1971 census on the basis
of census tracts.



Diagram 1-2

Percent Liberal, Conservative and NDP Vote with Percentage Turnout

for the Provincial Elections from 1943-1971

Perce.nt
Popu1 ar
Vote

80

70

60

Lpercent Turnout

Percent Conservative

~ Percent libe~a1

50

40j~
I

30

20 '~ ~percent CCF/NDP

10 ! ------./,----,--
1943 1945 1948 1951 1955 1959 1963 1967 1971

Year

-"......
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units (census tracts) for the City of Hamilton and six for the Town of

l3ur-lington. The municipal units of ~!entvlOrth County are treated separately.

In combining this infonnation vlith the election returns it Vias

necessary to place each polling subdivision for each election into the

relevant census tracts. Once this \'ias completed, the election results

within each census tract for each of the three provincial and four federal

elections were calculated and coded along with the social characteristics

of the same tract.

The coding manual'6 consists of 79 cases numbered 1_81 17 and

contains 198 variables per case. Variables 001 to 136 define thr.

social characteristics and variables 137 to 198 contain the election

results for ea.ch territorial unit.

E. Research Tool

As a method of studying Canadian voting behaviour, ecological

analysis has been overshadowed by the more popular method of survey

research. While the reasons for this appear to be mainly methodological s

ecologiCal analysis can offer to the social scientist a qreat deal of

16. Appendix One.

17 . Tracts numbel' 58 and 65 are hospitals ~ and therfore ~ 1ack
sufficient information for this analysis.
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infol~lat~on and knowledge that will add to his efforts to understand

and predict how and why reople vote as they do.

As the tel~ suggests,ecological analysis involves a study of

the Iladjustment of human beings to their environment. 1118 As a rule,

the environment is rigidly defined on the basis of the available census

units, providing the researcher v'lith small, comparable units of

analysis. This means that a study of relevant characteristics on

human behaviour can be pursued on a number of levels. In other words,

a city of 200,000 people may be reduced to 40 territorial units. The

researcher is then able to study the behaviour of population groups

within each unit and to compare his findings \\Jith those units of

common or dissimilar characteristics.

Generally then, ecological analysis means a study of territorial

environments of human activity. ThrouQh it, it is not possible to

measure a person's total environment, but it is possible, within

specified boundaries, to study the behaviour of a number of people of

like characteristics. Ecological analysis is not a study of individual

behaviour, but a study of behavioural traits within lI un its at some

level above the i!1dividual actor. 1I19

18. Dogan, M. and Rokkan, S., (eds.), Quantitative Ecological Analysis
in the Social Sciences, The t·1.I.T.-Press, Cambr-icige, Mass. 196~,

p. 4.

19. Ibid.
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~ccordin9 to D00an and Rokkan,20 there are four levels on

which a researcher can focus his study through the use of ecological

data. He may study the variations at the level of the individual,

or aim his attention to variations within a group of territorial

units. Alternatively, the social scientist may either confine his

study to one unit at a time or consider the processes of interaction

between the two levels. Figure 1-1 below, taken from Dogan and

Rokkan, outlines these options further.

Because it has not been possible to carry out a full

micro-macro research design, this study is restricted to an

examination of political choices on the basis of the kno\'Jn chal'acter-

istics of the territorial units over ti~e ( option 11 I figure 1-1).

A recurring theme in the use of ecological analysis centres

around the level of inferences that can be made on the basis of

ecological and aggregate data. If, as Erik Allardt states lithe

objective of the social sciences is to show causal explanations

not demonstrations of correlations"21 then this study can be seen

in the perspective of demonstrating correlations which if utilized

20. ~L~" p. 8.

21. Allardt, E., IlAgQreaate Ana1ys'is: The Problems of Its Informotive
Value;', om Dogan and Rokkan, op.cit., p. 42.
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22Figure 1-1

Level of
Dependent
Variable Focus of Attention

Individual

Territori a1

Unit

1. Either: individual data

(e.g. from surveys)

treated without reference

to territorial context, or

territorial aggreqate data

used to analyse individual

variations.

II. Aggregate/global data

for territorial units

used to describe and

account fOt' variations at

the territorial level.

III. Either: individual

data used jointly with

contextual data for tel" i-

torial units, or aggregate!

~lobal data used to get

interaction between levels.

IV. Either: joint use of

individual/aggregate/

global data to test sources

of change in territorial

structures, or aggregate/

global data used to test

interaction between levels.

22. Ibid., The data terms are defined as:
a;-Tndividual data - personal attributes of behaviour;
b) Global data - attributes characl:Erizing the unit as a whole and

not derivable from data on the individual in the unit;
c) Contextual data - membership of, exposure to, territorial

units of given global or aggregate attributes;
d) l\g9Y'egate data - unit character; st; cs derived from di stri buti on

of individual attributes or behaviour.



further with studies at the individual level can develop suggestions

towards causal explanations. As such this study can develop

suggestions towards causal explanations. As such this study can only

be viewed as a partial fulfillment of a larger research project.

The use of ecological analysis as an effort to accomplish

the objectives stated above by Allardt means the combination of

individual and aggregate data. This blending of research tools is

becoming more and more popular and proving to be a fertile area of

study.23 A straight application of ecological correlations will tell

us something about territorial units, hut can provide only limited

infornlation at the important level of the individual. With the

knowledge that voting patterns ultimately lie at the level of

individual decisions based on the alternatives presented by each

political choice, studies of voting behaviour cannot overlook the

important impact the environment has upon a voter's perceived

choices and his ultimate decision.

The level of valid inference on the basis of ecological

22

23. Three good examples are:
a) vlilson, lJ., and P.offman, D., liThe Liberal Party in

Conte:nporary Ontario Pol itics tl
, Canadian llournal of Pol itical

:-cience, Je. 1970, p. 177-204.
b) Scheuch, E., "Soc ial Context in Individual 8ehaviour ll in

Dogan and Rokkan, oE...cit., p. 133~155.

c) Lanonce, ll., IIEthnlc1ty, qelioion C\nd Politics in Canada:
A Comparative Analvsis of Survey and Census Data", Ibid.,
p. 187-215. J - --



correlations has caused social scientists to be very careful about

statenents based on this type of research. While the strong

arguments of William S. Robinson24 of twenty years ago have been

primarily responsible for this, it is also true that more recently,

social scientists have made concerted attempts to show that

ecological correlations still continue to retain validity.25

Howeve\", it is also true that an understanding of the

limitations of a research tool 's valuable in detennining and

ensuring the informative level of generalizations produced by the

study. In this study thi~ means that the informative level of forth-

coming general"izations are weakened by the lack of a combinatiol1

of aggregate and individual data and this in tJrn weakens the

empirical content of the conclusions since the "emp irical content

of a statement increases with its degree of falsifiability. 11
26

24. Robinson, W., "Ecological Correlations and Behaviour of the
Individual ll

, America.n Sociologi.£2.l...'3!'dey'!', 15, 1950~ p. 351-357.

25. The acceptable level of inference based on ecological analysis
would appear to be the subject of a re-evaluation, see:
a) t~enzel, 1-1., "C. ent on Robinson's Ecological Correlations

and the Behaviour of the Individual", Ibid., p. 674
b~ Al1ardt 9 E., op.cit. -
C) Howard, P., e"t. al., "Ali Ecological Analysis of Voting

Behaviour in Baton Rouge", Social Forces, vol. 50, Sept.
1971, p. 45-53. -----

d) ~ii1son~ J., liThe Use of Aggregate Datu in the Analysis of
Canadian Electoral Behaviour", an unpublished paper presented
to the Canadian Political Science Associatio Conference on
Statistics, June 1967.

26. Popper, K., as quoted in Allardt) op.cit., p. 47.

23



lhe combination of aggregate and individual data, as stated

above, can be fruitfully employed in macro-micro studies of

electoral ecology. In this fashion, surveys can be util'ized to test

generalizations at the individual level.

If as social scientists, we accept the validity of structural-

functional analysis, the combination of individual~aggregate data

becomes a very important research tool, because it allm'/s LIS to

examine behaviour within the context of the social environment. It is

in this \'Iay that it becomes possible to increase the falsifiability of

our empirical generalizations and thereby increase the informative

value.

Hhile the necessity of,further research along this line is

apparent, it also promises to be a worthwhile endeavour. This does

not mean, however, that ecological analysis is not important by

itself. Ecological data allows the social scientist to reach

generalizations about "sma ll social groupings living in distinct areas

that numerically extensive sampling would make too costly.,,27 In

addition, ecological analysis opens the way to the study of local

political fractionalization; for looking at traditionalism in

changing societies28 and to examine the development of voting

patterns in distinct territorial units over periods of time.

27. Linz, J., "Ecological Analysis and Survey Research" in Dogan and
Rokkan, o.,E.cit., p. 100.

28. Ibid.
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While a macro-micro research design may produce more extensive

conclusions, a predominately macro study as this one is~ is of great

value in a field lacking in previous attempts on the same level of

analysis.

F. Use of Ecoloqical Analysis _~

Canadian Votina Behaviour Studies

While ecological analysis is not a new research tool, it has

in North American social sciences, and in studies of Canadian

electoral behaviour in more particular, been treated in a secondary

fashion to survey research. In 1967, John \-lilson \'Jrote, lithe ser"ious

study of Canadian voting has~ until quite recently, been left largely

to the newspapers.,,29 Since then there have been a number of

published works based primarily on survey research. 3D

Given the easy accessibility, inexpensiveness and richness of

the data available to the Canadian political scientist, it is

surprising that more work has not been carried out in the field of

ecological research, for as l'!ilson asserts," ••while it is

29 . ~!il son, J., 0 P.cit., p. 1.

30. The works here are too numerous to list. See the bibliographies in:
a) Courtney, J., Voting in Canada, Prentice-Hall ~ Scarborough~ 1967.
b) Thorburil~ H., ?a~'.t,Y Politics in Canada, Prentice-Hall,

ScarborouQh, 19b7.
c) Fox, P. ~ Politics: Canada, McGraw-Hall, Toronto, 1966.
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impossible to prove the existance of a relationship between two

variables on the basis of aggregate data alone•.. it is quite

possible to sholt/ '1rith such data that a suggested relationship could

t ., ~ . t n 31 A d th . bl I tlno' POSS10lY eX1S • n even 1S pro' em can Je grea yovercome

by the blending of survey and ecological data into a macro-micro

research rlesi~n as mentioned previously.

As voting behaviour involves a study of individual choices and

the influences upon that choices it is important that research be

carried out at the level of the smallest available unit. This can

be done at the individual (micro) level or at a group (macro)

level. As this study basically involves the group level, the choice

of one's unit of analysis is very important. The existing literature

demonstrates the use of two possible units of analysis: census tracts

and/or constituencies. To bas.e one'e unit of analysis upon the

constituency level, however, discriminates against the examination of

voting behaviour within the constituency. This is important.

Constituencies are artificial groupings containing urban-nonurban

mixes and/or significant differences in social characteristics of

an urban or rural area. The use of census tracts within the constituency

can aid significantly in separating these groupings and allowing the

researcher to examine the behaviour of isolated groupinos of individuals.

J. A. Laponce32 encountered even another significant draw-back

-----~--------

31. ~Iilson, J., £[l.cit., p. 7.

32. Laponce, J., op.cit.
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to using the constituency as the territorial unit. While the census

is published on the basis of census tracts, some information is

also provided on the basis of existing federal constituencies. The

data on the constituency level is not very adequate. Consequently,

Laponce was not able to utilize the class variable in his study

because that type of information vIas available only at the tract

level. This meant that Laponce was not able to examine one of the three

most iwportant variahles33 in analysing electoral behaviour in

Canada.

In an ~rticle published as part of a larger study, Donald

Blake34 also by-passes the use of census tracts in favour of the

constituency as a unit of analysis. For Blake, however, the

constituency as a unit, was more appropriate as he \'.fas examining

voting patterns within large regional blocs across the country.

The use of the census tract as a unit of analysis has been

less widespread. 35 Undoubtably, it requires more work on the part

33. The other two being religion and ethnicity.

34. Blake, n., "The r·1easurement of RA('{ionalism in Canadian Votinq
Patterns", Canadian Journal of Political Science, vol. v,
March 1972, no. 1, p. 5S-S0.

35. Some works in addition to those listed in notes 23 and 25 include:
a) Laponce, ,J., People vs. Politics, University of Toronto Press,

Tor·or. to, 19G9.
b) Reid, Eo, "Canadian Political Parties., .. " in Courtney,

O[LCit., p. 72-80.
c) Smith, D., "Questionnaire Response, Voter Turnout and P(H~ty

SuPpOtt:! Ihid., p. "115-123.
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of the researcher as he must fit polling subdivisions into the

census tract areas and if more than one election is being examined

this can be a formidable job since polling subdivisions change from

one election to another. 36 The stability and continuity afforded

by the census tracts are valuable in examining voting patterns

within the constituency boundaries. 37 As the tract areas allow the

social scientist to separate out the wide social-economic variations

\'1ithi n the constituency, he is able to maximi ze the i nforma tive

value of his research by using relatively homogeneous units of

analysis. As the analysis in this study progresses, it will become

apparent that this use of census tracts is essential not only in

mappi n9 out and studyi ng voti ng pa tterns of t'1etro-llami lton, for each

election, but also in an effort to examine the trends over a ten

year period during which a major re-distribution of seats occurred at

both the federal and provincial levels.

Finally, it is necessary to demonstrate the use of ecological

analysis over time. !'!hile census tracts may undergo some bounclat~y

changes from census year to census year, this would appear to happen

1 1 f d · .. 38 . th . . t' . t d 1t .on y as a resu t 0 lV1S1ons W1 1n an eX1S 1ng un1 an resu 1ng

36. The nllmbel~ of po"! 1s range ft'om a low of 110 in \dent\-mrth North
(1967 p) to a high of 215 in Halton-l'!entl'lOrth (1972 F).

37 . In the City of Hami lton the number of censu s tracts l'/ith; n
constituencies varies slightly with approximately 15 per constituency.
This is much 10\'fer for those ridings in \')entl<!Orth County and Burlington.

38. Most of the Metro-Hamilton cenSllS tracts have boundaries identical
to those of 1961. Where changes have occurred the new tracts can
be subsumed into the 1961 boundaries.
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from a significant population increase. 39 As this study encompasses

a ten year time span, the stability of the territorial units is

important. The constituency houndaries in the 1967 and 1971 provincial

elections are not the same as those of 1963. Similarily, the federal

constituencies during the 1968 and 1972 campaigns are not the same as

those used during the 1962 and 1965 federal elections. By defining the

census tract as the primary unit of analysis it is possible to

examine changes over time irrespective of the constituency re-alignments.

As voting preferences undergo fluctuations and permanent change, an

examination of this phenomenon will be possible on the basis of

the prevailing characteristics of the territorial units.

An examination of both provincial and federal voting is

intended to provide an insight into the types of change occurring

within the electorate between these tvm levels of polHical activity.

The pattern of a1terna tive pa rty prefer ftlces beb/een federal and

provincial elections is well known, but what are the characteristics

of the 'switchers'? Do they really exist in significant numbers or

do they constitute the non-voter during provincial elections?

Ecological analysis cannot provide information concerning

39. The tremendous population increase in Burlington does present a
real problem for this analysis. It 'is not possible to take
account of the dynamics of change brought about by the increase.
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the imract of the media) or the flow of information during the

election campaism. ~~or can it be llsed to talk about individual voting

choices. It can, however, provide information about characteristics

of group behavioUl~, and this in itself is very important in studying

.Canadian electoral behaviour. Even a politician on the hustings

cannot appeal to the individual preferences of each voter. Consequently

he bases his appeal on the characteristics of identifiable Qroups

within the electorate. His gamble that the appeal will be meaningful to

the individual group member is part of the came of politics. This is

in itself a 000d justification) if any is needed at all, for an

extensive use of ecological research in the study of Canadian electoral

behaviour.



CHAPTER HIO

"S0r·1E INFLUENCES UPON THE OEVELOP~~ENT

OF CANADIMI POLITICAL PARTIES"



CHAPTER II

The influences on and traditions of the Canadian political

system are many and varied. For Charles Taylorl , ·~he Canadian system

has been characteri zed by \I/hat he terms I concenS'IS politi cs I. To

Taylor, this term refers to the influence on the Canadian syst.em of

the diverse interests that must be accomodated within the federal

~ystem. Over the years this perceived necessity within the Canadian

system has been attributed to the late Prime Minister McKenzie King's

abil ity to put thi s need for cornpromi se into effect. As expressed by

Frank Underhill, this ahility of King's is very similar to the brokerage

function of the political parties in the United States.

"r·1r. King's leadership in domestic matters \'!as
based upon two fundamentals •.•One was that
Canada cannot be governed without the consent
and co-operation of the French-Canadians and the
other was that in a loosely knit continental
community 1ike ours, ".. ith a11 its diverse
interest groups, political parties that aspire
to the responsi bil ity of government must not be
class parties but must be a loosely knit
representative collection of voters from all
groups,II2

1. Taylor, C., The P2ttern of Politics, McClelland and Stewart,
-~Toronto, 1970, page ..

2. Underhill, F., "Concerning ~1r. King" as quoted in: \0111 son, J.,
"politics and Social Class in Canada: The Case of \'!aterloo
South", Canadian Llournal of Political Science, Sept. 1968, p. 290.

32
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To Taylor, concensus politics of this type has forced the

Canadian political parties into the centre rendering the disappearance of

fundamental differences within the political system.

"The result of this is that the political confrontation
engendered by the leftls advocacy of its programme has been
much less dl"amatic and apocalyptic. The drama of a
frontal opposition between t yes ' and Inol has been
replaced by the evasive dialogue of 'yes t or Iwelll
see' . ,,3

As centrization and consensus are concommitant with the

preservation of existing structures and institutions, any attempt

to develop a working class orientated party, whicll is the logical

means for a party of the left to achieve electoral support is vie\'/ed

on unfavourably as Frank Underhill wrote above.

Indeed, for many Canadians, t·1cf(enzie King:s style has become

a watchwork for Canadian politics. To politicians, the media and

the public, the practise of consensus politics has become sacred: it

has become to be regarded as the only way by v/hich national unity

can be preserved. The Progressive Conservative and the New Democratic

parties are considered to be reqional parties because they have been

unable to win substantial support in the province of Quebec. The

Liberal party, unable to gain significant levels of support in

3. Taylor, op.cit., p. 14.



\·Iestern Canada, is a national party because it is able to 9arner the

support of both Ontario and Quebec. So goes the centrist version of

Canadian political parties as it emanates from Central (centrist)

Canada.

Consensus politics has been lamented by others as 'tlell as

Charles Taylor. When Prime Minister Lester Pearson called the

1965 election on the theme of majority government Professor Bruce

Hodgins wrote that the basing of an election on a plea for majority

government vias:

II perhaps a logical if depressing consequence of
having elections merely as a contest between one

[I,
set of brokers and another. II

'

Similarily, John Porter has written in his book The Vertical

Mosaic that lithe most sionificant feature of Canada1s t\·10 major

parties is their espousal of the same conservative values; that reform

and progressive legislation are achieved through the spirit of

oppor'tunism rather than from a basic orientation to social progress and

change; and that by eliminating social differences, the Canadian party

system obliterates the creative SOUl~ce of Canadian politics. 1I5

4. Hodgins, B., I!The 8ankruptc,Y of Consensus Politics in Canada II as
quoted in: Beck, ,J., Pendulum of Pov/er, Prentice-Hall,
Scarborough, 1968, paqe 395.

5. Porter, J., The Vertical Mosaic, as quoted in: Beck, J., op.cit.

34
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The literature on Canadian electoral behaviour over the past

ten years has, however, placed more emphasis upon an increased

working class pattern of voting behaviour. In this regard, the major

recipient of this growing trend has been the New Democratic Party.

In reporting on the 19G8 federal election, J. M. Beck wrote:

"For the NDP, it Ivas a holding election: its representation rose from

21 to 22 seats, but its popular vote feel slightly below the 17.9% of

1965; its working class support stood the test, but not its middle class

vote. 116

Fred Engleman and t·1ildred Schwartz have \·/ritter. that:

liThe relationship heh:een class interests and parties
in Canada is ambiguolls .•. the CCF/:'IDP is the closest
approach to a nat'ional class party.•. (although) its
ovm spokesmen have come to avoid strong emphasis on its
class nature."?

Later they also write:

liThe vote in 1965 shol'/S that the formation of the
NOP may be turning into a helated success and that a

politically relevant class cleavage may be
developing. 1I8

6. Beck, J., QD.cit., p. 415.

7. Engleman, F., and Schwartz, M., Political Parties and the Canadian
Socia1._Structure, Pn~nt'i ce-Ha11, Scarborough, 1967, p~-----

8. Ibid., p. 252.
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John -1ilson in his \-lell I<nol<Jn article "Politics and Social

Class in Canada: The Case of I'Jrtterloo South!1 suggests from his data,

that the class factor is a detenninant only for the NOP support with

the traditional rpligious and ethnic variables rp.~aining the most

valid explanators of Liberal and Conservative vote. 9

In analysing the 1968 election, John Meisel found that:

"•.•after religion, it is the cluster of characteristics
associated I'lith status I·,hich reveal the greatest
disparities betlt!een supporters of the various parties .•. "10

Later Meisel states, "•.• sixty percent of its (NCP) vote came from

lubour and those thinking of themselves as 1mIJer or working class. ,,11

G'iven the history and purpose of the CCFjtlDP the findings

reported above are not surprising. As a party of the left, the objective

of the NOP has been the fulfillment of democratic socialism by means of

economic and social ch~nge. This in itself is a rejection of

consensus politics, or non-ideological politics. For a party of the

left, pol'itics must be ideological and thus the party appeal is based

upon a maximization of electoral support from the social groups

9. Wilson, J., op.cit., p. 302-303.

10. ~"leisel, J., ~~~_in(1 Pa~r.s on Canadian Politics_, !'1cGill-Queens
University Press, r--1ontrea~73, p. 3.

11. Ibid., p. 46.
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considered to be discriminated against by the existing social and

economic values of the existing social system.

liThe old concept that \lJealth is might and might is
right is outdated. Distorting human values, it
fosters dangerous extremes of opulence and misery
both at home and abroad.

Patching up the old system cannot change its basic
concept. Canada needs new ways, coupled with a
ne\~ and higher purpose. The 1,1 el'l Party, dedicated
to these objectives stands for the application
of mor'al principles to our social goals. ,,12

~hile Canadian politics and the Canadian political parties

have been gre"tly influenced by the United States (the brokerage theory),

John Hilson also points out that the unwritten rule of aprropriating

a racial, regional and religious balance has existed since confederation.

He also reminds us of the observations of Canadian politics by

Andr{Siegfried sixty years ago who wrote that the development of

religious, racial or class parties would destroy the federalist

structure of Canada. 13 The notion of a class party is not, however, a

concept new to the political traditions of Canadians. Gad Horowitz

presents a very good analysis of the influences upon Canadian political

12. National Corrmittee fOr the Pe\>! Party~ "Statement of Objectives",
Draft Programme, ~lay 1961, p. 7. Found in the appendix of KnO\'Jles, S.,
The f'1ey' Party, P.yerson Press, Toronto, 1961.

13. ;'1ilson, J., GD.cit., p. 288 .
..i"",
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development. At the risk of treating an important and well stated

argument too superficially, a brief sunmlation of Horov.'itz's argument

is useful. ~!oro\'titz's problem is essentially that of resolving the

question he poses to himself: Why is organized socialism dead in the

United States, but alive in Canada as a significant political force?

The difference, he asserts can be found in a IIconparative study of

the English-Canadian and .l'merican societies", \'!here he vtrites, lilt vlill

be shown that the relative strength of sociali~n in Canada is related

to the relative strength of toryism, and to the different position and

character of liberalism in the b'lO countries. 1I14

Employing the Hartzian model of studying new societies15

Horowitz's interpretation of English Canada is premised on the view of

Engli~h Canada as a II 'bourgeo.is fragr.1ent ' , founded by bearers of liberal

individualism who have left the tory end of the spectrum...The

significance of the fra0mentation process is that the new society, having

been thrown off from Europe, loses the stimulus to change that the whole

provides. 1I16 The significance of this, is of course, that lithe ideology

of the founders is ... , congealed at the point of origin. ll l? The ne\'!

society, leaving behind the past, leaves behind the ability to develop

its ideology on the basis of continued contact with the past.

14. Horowitz, G., Canadian Labour in Politics, University of Toronto
Press, Toronto~ 1968, p. 3

15. Hartz L., The Foundinq of Ne\'! Societies, ~:arcourt, Brace and \-lorld
Inc., Ne\'/ York, 19G4.

16. Horowitz, G., op. cit., p. 4.

17. Ibid., p. 5.
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To ~rowitz, the point of congealment in English Canada occurs

much later than the point of influx of the United Empire Loyalists \'Iho

brought to Canada a touch of •toryism , which has had a significant

impact upon the political development of the Canada as a group of

colonies prior to Confederation and to Canada as a nation throughout its

pOlitical development. The importance of the Family Compacts, Itory'

by philosophy and action, in providing an atmosphere in \I!hich there \'/as

an "acceptance of hierarchial patterns: the (Horatio) Alger dream \'Ias

much weaker in the masses, so there was no need to harness it in order to
10keep the right wing in the saddle." 0 cannot be lost on the development

of the Canadian system.

In this study, HorO\'.Jitz's concern over the point of congealment of

the ideo'logy of English Canadians is of secondary illl[)ortance. More

imrortant is his linkage of socialism in Canada to an earlier presence

of toryism and this linkage is essentially that of a reaction to this

'tory touch' of elitism in English CGnadian society. This tory influence

combined with the liberal sentiments of the Jeffersonian Democrats in

the United States, proclaiming the lend of ideologyl in North American

cu1tut~e, found its v!ay into the English-Canadian bourgeoise society

aiding and abettin9 the appearance of and continued existance of

socialism founded on a clear and firm class base.

18. Ibid., p. 14.
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Horowitz's argument then is that, while American liberalism,

characterized by its belief in the brokerage theory and identified ~Jith

the Horati a fI.l ger success story, has been a predomi nant i nfl uence 011

the Canadian political system over time, the non-liberal British

influence has been great as well. It is this latter influence that

w. L. Morton refers to when he writes that the Canadian Conservative

Party can stand for I peRCe, order and good government' as \>lri tten in the

the British North America Act as opposed to the 'life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness~ found in the American constitution. The

elitist nature of the Conservative party in Canada is analogous to the

British Conservative party, conceiving "parliamentary democracy not as

government by the people, but as government by ministers of the crown

for the people.,,19 Canadian conservatism does hOI·lever have additional

ingredients, comprising the tory-radicalism of John Diefenbaker and

the Ired-tory' of George Grant, both products of the cross pressures

within the Canadian experience.

It is on the basis of the traditional tory elements within the

Canadian Conservative party that Canadian socialism is provided with the

grounds for growth and status as a significant political force in

Canadian politics. The influence on Canadian socialists was drawn

mainly from British \>Jorking-class and Fabian tradit-ions. It is this

19. Ibid., p. 21.



influence, based upon the tory past of the 'old world' and the

re-emergence of ele~ents of this past in the Conservative party that

has enabled the CCF/NOP to develop the beginnings of a class base of

support in addition to social and economic ideological reasons for the

~xistance of a socialist party.

Canadian Liberalism, Horowitz arques, has not only been

influenced by socialism and toryism in Canada, the influence has been

reciprocal. Toryism and socialism have forced the Liberal party into

what Horo'!itz calls the 'centre' party.20 Under King, the Liberals

were forced to react to the 'socialist challenge' of the CCF by

embarking upon a semblance of socialist policies. The basic difference

between the socialist and the liberal does, however, remain consistent

with the liberal e~phasis on individualism. To the Canadian liberal,

consensus pol itics is nearly synonymous \'Jith good government.

lllt (the Liberal Party) claims to be based on no particular

groups, but on all. It is not against any particular group;

it is for all. The idea that ther is any real conflict

between the interests of various groups -- the notion of
class struggle, democratic or otherwise -- the very terms,
lriqht' or 'left' are explicitly rejected. ll21

20. Ibid., p. 29.

21. Ibid~, p. 36.

41
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~n understanding the nature of electoral support of the three

parties in Metro-Hamilton, the foregoing discussion~ while all too brief

is of great importance. It is through an understanding of the political

traditions in Canada that associations betvJeen variables such as class

indicators, religious affiliation, and ethnic background assume

importance beyond that of outlining degrees or strengths of association.

The implications of the discussion are predictable. It is

expected that true to the Itory touch' the Conservative party would

show a strong association with the 'elitist elements of Canadian

society: upper income, high occupational status and the parallel

social characteristics. The radical tory and Ired tory' elements~

in part fostered by the uniqueness of the social composition of Canadian

society, allow a significant allegiance to the Conservative party by

other and more diverse social groups.

Similarily, the CCF/NDP impact as a socialist party is significant

through its allegiance with organized labour and the willin9ness of

Co.nadian society to accept the validity of a political party based on

clclss allegiances. Not only does the socialist party have positive

relationships with the class measurements, it is also negatively

related to the stren~th of conservatism.

The Liberal party, forced as Horowitz writes II •• into the

European rather than the American position -- centre rather than
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left,,22 becomes a party of the classless centre and often unrelated

to the factors \'fhi ch characteri ze the Conservative and CCF/r'!Op parties.

Caution, 11m/ever, must be exercised as the images conjured up by

the above implications can be overblown. While class voting may be

built into the Canadian social structure, the impact of regional

differences, and intervening and/or dominant variables of religion and

E'thrdcity can be substantiated. These, plus the ability of the centrist

posit'ion in Canadian federal politics to be dominant over both the left

and the r'ight -- a situation pOlntlng to \'lhat Horowitz calls the

"unique character of English-Canada,,23 also forces "both right and

left to mitigate their class appeals and to become themselves, in a

• 1.211.sense, centre partles. '

22. Ibid., p. 40.

23. Ibi~, p. 44.

24. Ibid.
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OIP.PTER THREE

"AN OVERVIHJ OF ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLITICS"



CHAPTER III

Provincial politics in Ontario has been dominated since the early

1900's by the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party. Over the past

seventy years,l they have been defeated at the polls only by the United

Farmers of Ontaroio in 1919 and by the Liberal Party in 1934 and 1937.

Winning the provincial election in 1943 under George Drew, the Conservative

Party formed a minority government ~'-!hich lasted until 1945. Since

that time the Conservative party has formed a majority governt'lent.

Their popular vote has ranged hetween thirty-six percent in 1943 to

forty-nine percent in 1955. ruring the four provincial elections between

1951 and 1963, the Conservative Party's popular vote ranged from forty-

six and forty-nine percent. The party's legislative suprort has ranged

from forty-two percent of the seats in 1943 to eighty-eight percent in

1951. As table 3-1 illustrates, the popular vote and seat distribution

during provincial elections between 1943 and 1971, provides a glaring

example of the inequalities of the electoral system where a plurality

vote constitutes success.

In contrast with this formidable record of electoral success

has been the failure of the Ontario Liberal Party and the Ontario ~!e\'i

1. The Conservative Party under the leadersh"ip of the P.on. llames Pl iny
Whitney defeated the Liberals in 1905 for the first time in the
history of Ontario politics.
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Democratic Party to convince the electorate that either of them, as

political parties, present an alternative to the ruling Conservatives.

This trend has three sides to it. First, is that of a strong, and

over-represented Conservative Party in the Ontario LerJislature. Second,

is the success and failure of the CCF/HDP to regain the level of

popular support it held during the did to late 1940's. Third, is the

apparent relationship between the CCF/tIDP vote and the electoral

fortunes of the other two political parties -- primarily the Conservative

Party. The 1argE! gains and/or losses of the CCF/iIDP popul ar vote duri ng

the 1945, 1948, 1951 and 1967 provincial elections are highly related to

the Conservative Party's losses and/or qains for the same elections.

(table 3-1).

The relationship of party vote to the number of seats won suggests

that the under-representative nature of the legislative strength of the

Liberal and ~!DP parties may in part be due to selective appeals these

parties have based on regional and historical voting patterns in addition

to those based on social characteristics of the voting population such as

religion, ethnicity, and social class.

An overview of the voting behaviour in the 1963, 1967, and 1971

provincial elections would tend to support this observation. Where

table 3-1 gives us () provincial summary of party support since 1943, our

primary interests are \~ith the 1963, 1967 and 1971 provincial elections.

Here vie see that in 1971, the Ontario Liberal party had lost h/enty



Table 3-°1 2
-~-

Percentage Distribution of Popular Vote and Seats for the Liberal, Conservative

and NOP Parties for the Provincial Elections Held Between 1943 - 1971

Year UBER.a.l
Vote

Change CONSERVATIVE
Vote

Change CCF/NDP
Vote Total

ChanGe Seats

r-
%Vote %Seats %Vote %Seats %Vote %Seats

1943 31 36 32
18 -1 42 +8 38 -10 90

1945 30 44 22
90 I16 0 73 -3 9 +5

- l

1948 41 27
J

30 I16 +2 59 +7 23 -8 90
, , ,

!

1951 32 48 19
9 +1 88 +1 2 -2 90 I. - .....

I 1955 49 17
I

33 .
-3

I " 11 +4 86 3 0 98
, , , ,

~
co



(Table 3-1)

Year LIBERAL.
Vote

Change CONSERVATIVE
Vote

Change CCF/ND?
Vote Total

Change Seats

I %Vot.e .. %Seats I %Vote %Seats I %Vcte %Seats

I
. . .,:>!

<-',

I
I 1959 37 46 I 17 I

! 22 ..2 72 +2 5 -1 98

I 1963 35 48 16
22 ..3 79 ..6 6 +10

:1
' , , .

1967 32 42 26
24 -4 59 +3 17 +1 117

I
1971 28 45 27 I

17 67 16 117 I

2. This is a shortened version of the table presented in~ Wilson, J., and Hoffman D., "Ontario:
a Three Party System in Transition", in Robins, M., (ed.)~ Canadian·Provincial Politics,
Prenti ce-Ha11, Scarborough, 1972, p. 205. The 1971 data was added by the authoi:.

..;:,.
u:>
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percent of its 1963 vote; the Conservative Party had lost six percent

and the ~IDP had increased by sixt'y~ei9ht percent of its "1963 level of

electoral support.

If we differentiate on the basis of urban and non-urban

support for each party in each of these three elections, vie find a

similar pattern emerging. (table 3-2). The declining support for both

the Liberals and the Conservatives is most dramatic in the non-urban areas,

while the NOP increases are consistent in both regions.

Tabl e 3-2 3

Percentage of the Ontario Urban4 Vote for Each Party

in 1~e 0nt~rio Provincial Elections of 1963, 1967 and 1971.

(numbers in brackets represent the percent of each party's vote coming

from urban areas)

Election

Liberal Conservative NDP Turnout

33 46 21 60
1963 (44) (46) (71) (ll8 )

-I 30 38 31 79
1967 (54) (51) (70) (57)

I I
26 42 33 86

1971 (52) (52) (68) (55)
L

3. This table was calculated on the basis of the election returns reported
by the Chief Electoral Officer, Return from the Records of the General
Election, 1~63, 1967 and 1971.

4. The urban -- non-urban ridings were very loosely determined. Urban
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Table 3-2 also shows distinct similarities between the urban

and non-urban vote for both the Liberals and Conservatives. The percentage

NDP ut'ban vote is more than btice the size of its non-urban vote.

On the basis of this evidence~ it is safe to say that the NDP is

concentrated in urban areas while the other two parties are more evenly

Ba4anced between urban and non-urban districts. How does this coincide

"d th geogY'aphi ca1 areas of party support?

In dividing Ontario into five sections5, Western Ontario~ Central

Ontario, Eastern Ontario, Northern ntario and Metropolitan Toro to

Niagara Pennir.su:a we see a picture of the geographical representation

of eaCh"paf~~Y in the Ontario Legislature. With the exception of 1967~

ridings were considered to those found within cities of a population
of 50,000 or more. Because many constituencies encompass urban and
non-urban areas, a quick look was made at the number of urban polls
in the constituency before the distinction was made. The
provincial urban vote was calcul ted on the basis of 47 of 108
rid'ogs in 1963 and 52 of 117 ridings in 1967 and 1971.

5.· Eastern Ontario: East of and including the Counties of Prince~

\.'!aro,l~as'lii'9s and Renfrew (southern half).
Central Ontario: Counties of Peterborough~ Victoria, Haliburton,
TInfarfo;rJor~:nu;'l1ber1and, Muskoka, Simcoe and Dufferin.
Northern Ontario: North of and including the norther portion of
.e r w ""'O'LmiY and all of the District of Parry Sound and
Nip;ssing.
Hetro-Toronto and the NiaClara Penninsula: Defined by the counties
~·or""'~11a'ton:·1·./enl~jortfi~ ('ncoin and Welland.
·Western Ontario: West of and including the counties of Bruce,
~rey,~ 1ngton, Waterloo, Brant and Norfolk.
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Central Ontario gave all of its seats to the Conservatives (two

seats went to the NOP in 1967). In eastern Ontario, the Liberals

managed to win one seat in each of the three elections while the ~DP

won one seat in 1971. The Conservatives were successful in 16 seats

in 1963, 17 seats in 1967 and 16 seats in 1971. In both Central and

Eastern Ontario, the opposition parties did not win one rural or

non-urban constituency.

The other three regions of the province display a more equalized

two or three party system. In Western Ontario, the flOP has managed to

win only in Brantford and Hindsor during the 1967 and 1971 elections.

The area ho~ever, presents a two party system under the criteria of

legislative representation. This area also provides the Liberal party

with its largest single bloc of support. The Metropolitan Toronto

Niagara Penninsula region and ~Iorthern Ontario are the only areas where

it could be said a three party system is in existance, even if the

opposition parties are far behind the Conservatives in the Metropolitan

Toronto-Niagara Penninsula region. (see table 3-3)

We see then that the successes of the Ontario Liberals and

the Ontario NDP have been concentrated in specific regions of the

province. For the nop, their urban orientation is seen by their success

in the Metropolitan Toronto-Niagara Penninsula region and their lack

of success elsewhere. For the Ontario Liberals, their strength,

concentrated in regions of Western Ontario must be viewed on the basis

of historical factors and the strong traditions of the early reform
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Table 3-3

Legislative Seat Distribution* By Region and Party: 1963 t 1967 and 1971

Party .Year Western

\

1963 ! 15I (19)

! '967 i i3. I (19)

{18 }

Metro-Toronto and
Central Eastern Northern Niagara Penn.

1 5 6 (25)_.
(4) (20)..

1 5 9-- .(3) .. (17) (32)...

1 3 4-- (5) (15 ) (20)
,.

10 16 8 28
(13 ) . (21) (10) (36)

9 17 7 23 i
I

. (3) (22) (10) (33) -!
11 16 8 29 I(14 ) (21) (10) (37)

(60)

1
12

(42)
I

I 11
I (46)

1071 i 12
!
1

c
o
N
S
E
R
V
A
T
I

._~ "r1963

I BE II 1967
R I
A
L

~ (24) 11 (9) 18 <..::!.•~__~
* Figures in brackets represent the percent of each party's total umber of

legislative seats that come from each region ;11 that particular election.

V I
\

E I II
=*6#"5"EJ1il!:4! 4i:lt=P~==e:=-==::± ==== . =e. G* ;r= ... t# #¥=t##'4J'MC'

i I j

I
1963

I
..- -- ..... 1 6

1. . . . ... (14 ) (86)
-+

N 1967 3 2 5 11 I0 (5) (11) ..- (25) (55) IP . .. = I

1971 I 2 1 6 10 ion -- (5) (32) (~~-'--l
. . . I ..

- x...-~__•

.~~~-=-o

N 1963 126 10 17 14 40 I
I (24) (9) (16) 03) (37) Is r·_

E 1967 28 11 18 17 43 IA (24) (9). (15) (15) . . (37)
i
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movement in rural sectors of Hestern Ontario. The Conservative par''ty,

on the other hand, shows a much more diversH~ied pattern in keeping

with its over-represented character in the legislature.

Basing their argument on the post 1943 Ontario political scene,

and primarily on the differences between the 1963 and 1967 elections,

\~i1 son and Hoffman in "0ntario: A Three Party system in Transition ll
,

have argued that the 1967 gains for the NOP in smaller cities of

Southern Ontario resulting from the grm'/th of "urb~nization, industrial

ization and union organization•.• throughout Ontario .•• (points) to a

much stronger competi ive position for the NDP ac oss the province in

the future. 116 At the same time, they argue, Conservative strength \1;'11

continue to flourish, primarily on the basis of their rural strength.

In addition, they feel, there, is no basis for believing that there

is any IIprospect of an immediate liberal decline, if only because there

is no prospect of the immediate disappearance of the combination

of forces which promotes the party's survival. lI?

The general conclusion that Wilson and Hoffman present is that

the 1967 election indicates a transfonnation in Ontario politics vlhel"e

the "electorate and the legislature reflect a more nearly equal

6. Wilson, J., and Hoffman, D., op.cit., p. 234.
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div'ision of opinion. 11
8

The historical pattern of the post 1943 elections would suggest

to us that the level of support gained in 1967 by the pal"ties in the

legislature could not be sustained unless some fundamental transfonnat'ons

had taken place in the electorate. Are the party organizations stronger?

Has there been a change within the electo ate? In addition to these

questions, we must also recognize that a strong, competitive three

party system is very volatile. A minor change in the popular vote

will often determine the outcome of any election, if not the total

collaspe of a political party. This would not be a new occurance in

Ontario politics. In 1919 the United Fat~ers of Ontario won 45 seats

with 24% of the vote. The Conservatives won 25 seats with 33% of the

vote. In 1923, the Conservatives won 75 seats with 50% of the vote and

the United Farmers won 17 seats ~Ii th 22% of the vote. As \'/e have

already seen, the sharp changes in the ceF support in the 1943-1951 years

(see table 3-1) indicates a similar pattern.

The 1971 data, would support Wilson and Hoffman's argument. In

table 30 3, it was shown that all three parties retained their traditional

areas of legislative strengths with the exception of the Ontario L"berals.

This loss, primarily to the Conservatives in the Metropolitan Toronto

Niaga a P~nninsu1a region is not, however, enough to destroy the three

party nature of Ontario politics developed during the 1960's. This will

8. Ibid., p. 238.
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not change unless the Liberals lose their support in Western Ontario,

or the NOP loses its support in the Metropolitan Toronto-Hiagara

Penninsula region, or the Conservatives lose support in Eastern

Ontario.

The 1971 provincial election is the first time in Ontario

politics since 1943 that the electorate has indicated a willingness

to sustain a three party division on the basis of popular vote and

lesgislative strengths.

If this is continued in the future, not only will election

outcomes beco~e less predictable, but the political parties will

continue to stronq1y identify with and rely on support from distinct

groups vlithin the voting populaUon. In fact, in a three-party

situation, the Dolarization between one party and the other b·IO

"lOuld be necessary for el ectoral success. It could be argued that

during the 1960 l s this is, in fact what has occurred within the

Ontario electorate. The choice for the voter, has been to vote

Conservative or for one of the two opposition parties. While this is

a normal situation in that one either votes for the incumbent party

or not s for an opposition party to be successful in a three party

system, it must succeed in clearly distinguishing itself from the

other tv/o. In other "lords, fOl~ the Liberal Party or the ['!DP to fonll

a government in Ontario they must develop sufficient levels of distinct

electoral support apart from the normal protest or anti-0overnment vote.

Electoral polarization then, means that at least one party is clearly



distinguishable from the other two on the level of the ecological

characteristics of its supporters.

Polarization of this type means as well, that a provincial

three-party system is essentially a composite of a number of l~eg;onal

variations~ essentially tl'IO party in nature. \'!e have seen in table

3-3 that this is the pattern in Ontario.

It is most difficult then to accept the notion of a strong

three party system without a number of reservations. The appeal and

ori entati on of the ~!DP and L-i hera1s at the present time, have been

far too limited; the appeal of the Conservative party has been

diversified sufficiently to transcend the uY"ban - non-urtan gap.
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"PROV I:'lCIAL VOTING PP.TTERilS Hi i~ETROPOLITAN H/\~HLTON:

1963, 1967 anct 1971 Provincial E1ections"



CHAPTER IV

fl.• General Votina Patterns in ~'1etropolitan I!omilton:

1963, 1967 and 1971 Ontario Provincial Elections.

In aggreqate terms, provincial voting patterns in Metropolitan

Hamilton are different than those found across the province. This of

course, is to be expected. The three party system in Ontario is

characterized by a number of one and hlo party situations vlith the

Conservative party bein(J a common party in all. ,.\s part of the area

identified in Chapter III, as the Metropolitan Toronto-Niagara Penninsula

region, Metropolitan Hamilton is part of a two party systenl in which

the Ontario Progressive Conservative and the Ontario NOP are the dominant

parties. The strength of this system is, hov/ever, greater in the

study area than is presented in Table 3-3. The solidification of

this system in i~etropolitan fJamilton v/ould appear to coincide vlith the

provincial trends.

The inability of the Ontario Liberal Party to win any of the

provincial ridings prior to and since 1959, plus that party's decline

in popular support since 1963, suggests that the three party system as

expressed in Chapter III does not exist. Ho\,,,ever, the Liberal Party

remains a strong electoral competitor, showing a small increase in

support between 1967 and 1971.
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The CCF/NOP electoral support in r"1etropolitan Hamilton is consistently

higher than what we observe to be the provincial pattern. At the same

time, the popular vote fluctuations in the study area for the NOP

are parallel to those evident in the province. The apparent exchan~es

bet\'/een party vote \'JOuld, ho'</ever, indicate that there is a greater

relationship during the 1967 provincial election between Liberal and

NOP voting than appears across the province (see table 4-1). The CCF/~DP

Conservative relationship appears to be consistent. Provincial politics

in ~~etropolitan Harni1aton is a Conservative-nDP contest \</ith a relatively

strong Liberal party bringing up the rear.

In the 1963, 19G7 and 1971 elections, the Metropolitan Hamilton

rettll"nS demonstrate substantial fluctuations in party support, particularly

for the NDP whose votes between the 1967 and 1971 campaigns decreased by

20% (as opposed to an 3% provincial increase), while the Conservatives

increased by 14% (with a 5% prOvincial increase) and the Liberal party

increased 8% while decreasinq 12% across the Province.

While this represents a considerable shift in votinq patterns from

that seen in the 1963-1967 elections, indications of electoral

polarization between the NDP and Conservative and Liberal Parties remain.

The NOP strength has remained above that of the Liberal party and

in 1967 they replaced the COllserVoti '/es as the dominant party at the

level of popular vote for the first tiMe. An examination of Map B

outi ining party support \-</ithin the study area shows a very strong



Table 4-1 1

Percentage Distribution of the Popular Vote Turnout and Seat Distribution in Metropolitan Hamilton for
the Provincial Elections Held Between 1943 and 1971

5

5

6

I 6

I 6
t

-8 I '7

i

Vote Total
Chanoe Seats

TI
I !

I 5

I 5

NOP

+5

Vote
Ch-- - 'W-._

No. of No .. of I
I I %Vote Seats! '~Vote Seats Seats I

1

1943 59 +15 26 a -3 30 1 41 4

1

-
1945 74 -6 23 a -1 I 40 4 30 1

I 68 I
1948 -10 22 0 +3 40 2 38 3 I

I

1951 58 -5 25 0 +3 46 5 29 0 I
1955 53 0 28 0 0 43 5 27 1

I

I I
t

1959 53
I

+6 28 1
I

+1 39 3 30 2

I1963 59 +7 29 0 -6 41 4 29 2 +

I
I

+2 37 4 3
I

1967 66 +7 23 0 39 I

1971 73 25 0 42 4 31 3 I
I I
I

,. ·w_. --- -""'-
,

Percent Vote Vote
Year Turnout Change lIBERAL ChanoeCONSERVATIVEr I i I No. of I

m
--0
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geographi c(1,l pol ari zati on behJeen the nop and the Conservative rarty.

The Consel"vative strength is centred in h/o di sti nct areas.

First in I-Jest Hamilton, the area south of f(ing Street to the Mountain

Rro\'!, Vlest of James Street to the City Limi ts, west of the Toronto,

Hamilton and 8uffalo railway tracts to the City Limits and North of

King Street to the City Limits. 2 The second bloc of Conservative

support is located on the mountain, between the Mountain Brow to the

Sanitorium and betv/een the t>.1ounta in 8ro\-1 and t;1ohal'Jk Road. 3

For the NOP, consistent support in all three elections was given

in the areas north of Cannon Street to the Harbour between James Street

and Gage Avenue, north of Main Street to Lake Ontario between Gage

Avenue and Kenilworth Street, the r~ountain Brow to the Hal~bour

east of Kenilworth Street to the City Limits. 4

The support for the Provincial Liberals using the same criteria

of dominance in all three provincial elections is confined to ti'/O

separate areas ~- tracts 6 and 28.

1. This table I-las calculated on the basis of the Report of the Chief
Electoral Officier of Ontario: Returns from the Records of
the General El.ec~·i on, 1963) 1%7 and 1971.

2. 196"1 Census Tracts: 1-5, 9-12.

3. 1961 Census Tracts: 55,56, 59 and 60.

4. 1961 Census tracts: 14, 20-23, 30-31, 34-38, 41-44 and 62.



(Source:

Map A

Census Tract Bulletin 95-523, Series CT)
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\'!hile all three parties receive in excess of t\'lenty-three

percent of the popular vote during the 1963~ 1967 and 1971 elections~

this division of the popular vote is not reflected through dominance

of ge00raphica"! reqions of the City. This 'is also true for the areas

of Metropolitan Hamilton that fall outside of the Hamilton City boun

daries. Here~ only the Conservative party has demonstrated consistent

patterns of support. In fact, only Saltfleet Township (NOP, 1967

and 1971), Ginbrook Township (Liberal 1971)~ Glanford Township (Liberal ~

1963) and one tract in Burlington (NDP 1967) have deviated from the

norm.

In caY'rying this distinction fUl"ther vie find in table 4·-2 that

in the areas outside of the City of HamiHon, the Conservative party

has received a disproportionate amount of its t6tal Metropolitan Hamilton

vote in all three elections being considered. Just as we found the

Ontario three party system to be broken into regional variations~

the same pattern is evident within Metropolitan Hamilton.

On the basis of the evidence presented so far, the voting

patterns of Metropolitan Hamilton have displayed a strong two party

competition (in terms of geographical distribution of the popular

vote and levels of the popular vote) between the NOP and the

Conservatives. The provincial Liberal party~ while commanding a

substantial quartet' of the vote is obviously the third party and has

been unable to coolmand sufficient support within definable physical



Table 4-2

Percentage Party Vote from Areas of Metro-Hamilton

Outside of the City of Hamilton:

1963, 1967 and 1971 Provincial Elections

(figures in brackets represent the vote as a percentage

of total r'1etro-Hamilton party vote and voter turnout)

Year Libf'ral Conservative NOP Turnout

[1963 I30 59 18 61 I(31) (43) (19) (30 )

l:l 21 45 32 68 II 1967 (37) (44) (31) (38)
1I I 24 49 25 76 II 1971 I (33) (43) (30) (35) IL- I I

boundaries to capitalize upon its strengths.

In examinin0 the percent popular vote for each party in each

census tract, the Liberal Party receives a relatively consistent

level of the vote in a substantial number of tract areas. (Diagrams

4-1 (a), 4-1 (h), and 4-1 (c). The party is unable, hov/ever, to be

dominant in any but a few tracts. An examination of these three

graphs also demonstrate the closeness of the NDP-Conservative

vote through all three elections. Sho'tJin0 the level of popular vote

in the census tracts, these three 9raphs enable us to visualize the

66
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extent to \'/hich the ~:DP and Conservative parties are associated.

In terms of f~oro\'Jitzls interpretation of liberalism in English

Canada, this diffusion of support is to be expected, as the Liberal

Party attempts to attract support from no population groups in

particular, but all in general. The extent to which this actually

occurs is another matter. The provincial Liheral Party has demonstrated

very definite areas of support (rural, South-Western Ontario voters);

Sltpport which ensures the continuance of the provincial Liberal party's

existance and until now, that party's position as the Official

Opposition in the Ontario Legislature. The graphs below v!ould also

suggest that there is a particular segment of the Metro-Hamilton

population that will support the provincial Liberals through thick and

thin.

In pursuing the analysis of provincial voting patterns in

Metro-Hamilton, there are three primary questions that must be examined.

First, \'fhat is the relationship of the party vote I'/ith selected

variables describing the ethnic, religious and class characteristics

of Metro-Hamilton? In the examination of individual census tracts,

is it possible to identify areas of greater vote fluctuation? Third

does the data demonstrate the existance of voting patterns across

class lines?
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Q.i agram 4-1 (a)

Graphical Description of the Number of Census Tract Areas in Which the Liberal 9

Conservatives and NOP Parties Received A Specific Amount

of the Popular Vote· During the 1963 Provincial Election

* 1 = o - 9% 5 :: 40 - 49%

2 = 10 - 19% 6 = 50 - 59%

Tracts
3 = 20 - 29% 7 =60 - 69%

55
4 :': 30 - 39% 8 = 70 - 79%

50

45

40

35
Liberal

30

25

20

15

10

Conservative
5

oL
%Vote 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Di agram 4-1{ b)

Graphical Description of the Number of Census TractsAreas

in Which the Liberal, Conservative and NDP Parties Received a Specific

Level of the Popular Vote* During the 1967 P ovincia1 Election

Tracts

50

45

40

*1:: 0 - 9%

2 = 10 - 19%
3 = 20 - 29%
4 = 30 - 39%

5 = 40 - 49%

6 = 50 - 59%
7 = 60 - 69%
8 = 70 .. 79%

35

30 - Liberal

25

NDP
20

15

. Conservative
10

5

0 1--

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Percent Vote
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Diagram 4..1(cl

Graphical Description of the NumbeY' of Census Tract Areas in which

the Liberal, Conservative and NDP Parties Received

a Specific Level of the Popular Vote* During the 1971 Provincial Election

,Q

5 ::: 40 .. 49%
6 :: 50 .. 59%

7 = 60 .. 69%
8 = 70 .. 79%

~__ NDP
~ Conservative

~--- Li bera1

1:: 0 - 9%
2 = 10 .. 19%

3 == 20 - 29%
4 == 30 .. 39%

\
\

I
I

*
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B. J.!n.portaf1~~ of Etb.nisity~ ~ligioi1. ~~ocial-S1ass

iD-!!,e~~t:ng of Metropolitan Hamilton:
~e 19~, 1967 and 1271 Provincial El~ctions

All of the evidence presented so far has indicated that there is

little relationship between Liberal and NDP or Conservative vote.

Indeed, a Pearson Pl'oduct Moment Correlation test sho m in tables 4·-3

(a), (b) and (c) below shows that any existing correlations are

negative ones between the NDP and Conservative parties.

Table 4-llil
Pearson Product Moment Correlations of Party Vote

During the 1963, 1967 and 1971 Provincial Elections

(figures in brackets represent the levels of significance)

71

LIBmAL

City of Hamilton (N=63) Burlington and Wentworth County (N=16)

Conservative- -
1963 1967 1971 1963 1967 1971

11953 '··.·.7377 -.4053

( .001) ( .001)

1

1967 - .1498 ~.3277

(.290) (.005)

1

1971

I
-.3868 -.5254

( .070) (. DOl)
L _~, -------
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·.T!ble 4-3(!?l

LIBERAL

City of Hamilton

NOP

Burlington and Wentworth County

1963

I~¥6~ I .1674

( .268)

1967 I

1971 I
""""-----.J

1967

-.0718

(.396)

1971

-.1140

(.338)

1963 1967 1971

-.2115

(.049)

-.3177

(.006)

-.0519 I
(.344) I

._--, ----....

Table 4-3{c)

CONSERVATIVE

City of Hamilton Burlington and Wentworth County

1967 1971

-.9011

( . 001)

-.8457
(.001 )

1963 1967 1971
~

l-.7897

( .001 )

-.5123 I
I

( •DOl)

-.7925

(.00l)
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The examination of voting patterns in Metropolitan Hamilton is

more than the relationships beh!een the votes each party receives

during each election. Our analysis must go beyond, into the relation

ship between party vote and the ethnic, religious and social class

characteristics of the general population. With what variables are

the three parties most strongly associated and how is this translated

into actual voting within individual census tracts?

To answer that question, party vote was tested for the degrees

of association with a number of variables describina the population of

Metro-Hamilton. The statistical measures are the Gamma and Chi

Square. In addition a tandom selection of fifteen census tracts

reflecting all areas of the study region were used to examine voting

patterns on the basis of dominant relationships identified by the

above measures.

Tables 4-4, 4-4, 4-6 provide a surrmary statement of the more

significant Gamna and Chi Squre relationships with the selected

variables describing the population of Metro-Hamilton and party vote.

Table 4-4 shows strong relationships with the provincial Liberal vote

and a few highly inter-related segments of the population: Eastern and

\'!estern Europeans, recent immigrants, Catholicism and lol'! education.

It is interesting to note here that in many cases, there was no relation

ship with the 1963 provincial vote. In addition, there is no indication

that the provincial Liberal party has any appeal beyond that of these

particular and highly inter-related groups.



· Table 4...4

Significant Gamma (G) and Chi Square (x2) 5 Relationships

Between Provincial Liberal Vote and Selected

Population Characteristics of Metropolitan-Hamilton

VARIABLE YEAR
1- 1963 1967 1971 I, I-,
IBorn outside G .72669 .43805
ICanada. --...- ..- _... _-....-............._-~.-,-

x2 78.05396 48.9354
I

df 20 12

I sig .0000 .0000 I

~O4:~•
Immigrated i G .76858

11946-1961. !--2
I I :f 83.65430 42.84183

I 15 91
I

sig .0000 .0000
- !

Italian G .85419 .64411 I
._--~---""..~-;2 71.28842 28.20395

df 20 12

I sig .0000 .0052
!-

Polish G' .70881 .81893 .63248
- ----

x2 24.41865 43.92193 26.36381

I df 6 10 6

I sig .0004 .0000 .0002,
1-

74



(Table 4-4)

VARIABLE YEAR

75

·1 1963 1967 1971 I
~ . ,

Ukranian. I G 1.0000 1.oboo 1.0000 I
-;r-l0.4758·-~-38.993;-- 25.658~

df 3 15 3

sig .0153 .0000 .0000

Other G .82363 .58205 i
European.

i 28.18395 8.55403

I df 5 3

I sig .0000 .0359

ICatho"j i c.
-

_~.~20~G .52023
...~- - -~ -

x2 90.51790 59.648831

I df 30 18

sig .0000 .0000

One plus G .55209 .53282!
years of

i 21.43~;~Elementary 42.85242
School.

df 20
12 I

·1 sig .0026 .0444

5. This table as \'lell as tables 4..5 and ~-6 were constructed on the
basis of a G greater than .3 and an x sign; icance level less
th n .05.
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Tables 4-5 and 4-6 show that like the Ontario Liberal Party,

the Ontario Conservative Party and the Ontario /'If)P have strano

relationships with a very small number of variables, particularily

the tIDf'. In tet'l11S of the population at large, hovJever, these

variables describe large segments of the Metro-Hamilton population.

The provincial Conservative party, in contrast to the high

ethnic relationships with the provincial Liberal vote, is highly

associated with British, protestant, high education, high occupational

and high income groups. The pl~ovincial NDp, like the provincial

Conservatives is not related to the ethnic groups associated '.'lith

the provincial Liberals. The t~DP, like the Conservatives, is related

primarily to class variables -- in this case, production workers, low

education and to some degree with the Catholic church.

Voting choice in Metropolitan Hamilton during provincial elections,

appears then, to be highly related to class indicators for the

Conservative and NOP parties, and related to ethnicity fOl" the Liberals

and the Conservatives. In examining our individual census tracts, it

is anticipated that the vote for each party will closely follow the

percenta~e of the population that could be identified with the above

variables. In addition, the degree to which these variab12s can be

combined (i.e. high British -- hioh production workers; high ethnic

high production workers) is expected to have an impact upon the level

of popul ar vote l~eceived by each pal~ty.
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Table 4-5

Significant Gamma (G) and Chi Square (1.2) Relationships

Between Provincial Conservative Vote ~nd Selected Population

Characteristics of Metropolitan-Hamilton
VARIABLE YEAR

1971

.59853

[~ .~.~ C- _ 1963 1967

!Born in I G
lcanada T--------·~---27-.1~2-17

IBritish I G_ .56!~ ~.~ ~~67.J

I ~ 54.74654 112.0090 68.525471

I df 30 30 25
I

! I sig .0038 .0000.0000 I
1-1------------------ I
lAng1i can L:--.-.---.~~~:6~---.~.~~:~~.tl

I x2 100.07665 34.06074

24 20

.0000 .0257

__. 704~_7_. ~~4311J

102.57984 56.90527

24 20

.0000 .0000

df

I sig

~~ .97241

x2 16.52246

df 6

sig .0112

i G .63059

~2" 62.25959. x

df 24

sig .0000

Jewish

!
I

1,--.~-----------_1
','United
Church

I

II, ...l.- ---'



(Table 4..5)
VARIABLE YEAR

I -- I

I- -1963 1967 1971 I
Three to five I

G .75390 .78356 .88588!I
years of High I-------------~-----

School. i x2 70.64549 77.60163 76.94134 !

df 24 24 20

sig .0000 .0000 .0000

Ol1e pl us i G .88535 93764 .89755 IIyears of
1-;2--24.30870

I
University. 27.49515 ;9.42432

df 6 6 6

lsi9 •0005 .0001 .0016

IManagerial I G .76879 .68987 .74613 !
--;r-34 .47354---23-.76498-21.3"3493 .,

78

df

sig

12

.0006

12

.0219

10

.0189

Professional G .76950 .67450 .68306 I

-·--·---------------1
x2 27.99417 35.37826 28.64618

df 12 12 10

sig .0005 .0004 -.0014
- !
Primat'y G .77193---------_.-

x2 23.97574

df 12

sig .0205

$6,000. - i G .67341 .77240
$9,999. t--~_. - ~-

x2 20.83753 24.88653

df 12 10

sig .0528 .0056
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In the random selection of fifteen census tracts6, four have

been consisten.tly won by the Conservative party (tracts 1, 12, 67 and

73); four have been consistently won by the NOP (tracts 14, 37 and 44);

one has been consistently won by the Liberal party (tract 6); and six

have consistently voted for at least two of the three parties during

the three provincial elections in question (tracts 15, 24, 33, 48,

54 and 77).

The fifteen selected census tracts, were categorized on the

basis of ethnicity comprising of British, Italian, and other European

(this includes Polish, Ukranian, Sc ndanavian, Russian and other

European population groups).7 Second the tracts were classified on

6. The tract numbers were listed in order of a) Conservative dominance;
b) NDP dominance; c) Liberal dominance and d} those that have
'floated' between two or more parties over the three elections.
Every fifth t~act was selected making a list of 15 tracts distributed
as follows: four of 20 from the Conservative list; four of 18 f m
the NDP list; one of two fr~~ the Liberal list and six of 33 from the
'floater' list.

7. All classifications were taken from the 1961 census.
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'Table 4..6_ I _

Significant Gamma (G) and Chi Square (x2) Relationships Between

Provincial NOP Vote and Selected Population

Characteristics of Metropolitan-Hamilton

VARIABLE
I

IBor;-out' of
Canada.

G

1963

.46659

31.14882

YEAR

1967 1972.-1
··t

df 20

sig .0533

.60378

.0029

.66163._---
59.417'68

30df

G

2x

ICatholiC

42.37819

24

1 1 _Sl_·9 ._0_0_11 .--:...._~_11_7___i
lOne plus I G .68256. .6400~_1

il~:~~n~:ry !-x-2-40~90389'--- 36.04695 I
'ISChOOl

df 20 16

I5ig .0038
!

.0000.0000.0000

df

sig

G .88071 .89549 .94049 !
I-~-- ~ .._------~

x
2

50.75392 91.8300 53. 76533j

10 10 8

IProducti on
IHorkers
I

I, --l- .--.L
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the basis of religion: Protestant (Anglican, United Church, Baptist

and Presbyterian) and Catholic (Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and

Ukranian Greek Orthodox). Third, the tracts were classified along the

lines of education: one or more years of elementary school, one to tV/o

years of high school, three to five years of high school and one or

more years of university. Fourth, the tracts were identified on the

basis of occupation: managerial, professional and technical; clerical

and sales; and production pt'Ocess, craftsmen and related \'JOrkers.

On the \'Iho1e, the above categori es descri be the majority of the

population in each census tract, as ~ell as comprising those categories

showing the highest levels of association with the vote of the three

provincial parties.

In examining the selected tracts, three questions \'Iere asked.

First, where is the greatest variation of popular vote between 1963

and 1967? How does the popular vote for each party in 1971 compare to

their 1963 vote? Are the vote chan~F:s for anyone party related to

a) an increase in voter turnout or, b) to one of the other b'JO parties?

The nine census tracts that are oredominatelv British can be• v

categori zed into h/o grou[)s: hi gh Briti sh-hi gh protestant-high educati on~

high occupation; high British-high [)roduction workers-low education-high

protestant and are found in tables 4-7 and 4-8. In only two tracts

(tracts 1 and 77) in these two tables did the ~DP gain in its



Table 4-7

Percentage of Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately British With A low Population

of Production Workers: 1963, 1967, and 1971 Provincial Elections

Tract 1 12 67 73

British I 74 I 64 I 72 I 72
1

Production I

I I I IIWorkers I .24 24 23 27
!

J 1

I I L

i I
Turn Turn Turn :

Tur~1
lparty l PCNDP I L PC NOP

j

out out PC NDP out I l PC NOP
!

out!

I I I I
1963 20 71 9 62 I 23 41 34 47 I 31 61 9 66

1
20 69 15 57!

!I

!change 1-10 I 1

+12 -18 +5 +7 +4 +4 -6 +6 -9 +18 -2 -4 -14 +13 +11 1
I \ I
I

6811967 I 32 53 14 69 27 45 28 53 21 52 27 64 16 55 28

1+7

I
Change I -8 +2 +7 +10 I -2 +3 -2 +19 I -1 +7 -5 +7 -3 -3 +9

•

1971 I 24 55 21 79 I25 48 26 72 I 20 59 22 71 I 23 52 25 77!
I __J. I -~,-

____J -
c:l
N



Table 4-8. -
Percentage of Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately British With A High Percentage

of Production Workers: 1963~ 1967 and 1971 Provincial Elections

Tract 48 54 77 44 37

o

65 1c»
'w

51

-6

26

+4+6 1+8
I

66 !22
:,--

+6 -11

21 50

1.~.11
II29

~nge 1+6
+7 -10 +9 I +2 +9 -11 +13 1-1 0 +1 +2

I
1971 124 52 26 81 117 48 36 78 122 30 48 69

• ___t-o
- .~------- ---_.-

British 65 71
I

I I
I59 66 65

Pro- I
duct ion I jHarkers 35 37 39 43

t
44

I

I T \ Turn I Tllrn I Turn Turnurn I
,Party I L PC NOP out i l PC NOP out I l PC NOP out I l PC NOP out l PC NDP out I,

I ~ ! I
1

62 I26 53 121
I

1963 j42 30 28 61 34 28 38 38 36 21 58 52 I 23 25 52 53 I
I I

Change ~24 +15

f

i
+3 I -3+8 +11 1-19 +9 +9 -8 +11 +14 i -3 -6 +3 +8 -9 -3 +5 +12

! I I

r
g67 18 45 36 72 115 37 47 65 23 30 47 67 22 57 65

I
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popular vote between the 1963-1967 and 1967-1971 provincial elections.

In only one tract (tract 1) was the increase in the NOP vote significnnt.

Generally, however, the NOP made significant gains between 1963

and 1967. In the tract (tract 12) with the lowest number of production

workers, the NOP lost votes in 1967 and 1971 from its 1963 level. Where

the provincial Liberal party made a large gain in 1967 (tract 1) they

lost it in 1971. Where they experienced a significant decrease in

1967 (tracts 67,48,54 and 65) the party was able to make this up in

1971 in only one tract (tract 37). Both the Conservaitve and NOP parties

benefitted from the Li bera1 1asses. \'!here the ~mp lost votes in 1971, the

recipient vIas usually the Consel~vative party (tracts 12,67,48 and 54).

In areas with a high British population and low proportion of production

vJorkers, the increase in voter turnout does not seem to have appreci ab ly

affected the r,:op vote. Except for tract 12, the rlOP vote has ri sen

considerably and remained at the new low (tracts 1 and 73).

In general tel~s, table 4-7 illustrates a weakening of

provincial Liberal support in areas of high Gritish and low percentage

of the population in the occupational group classified as production

workers. This table also disr'ays a levelling off in 1971, of

support for the Conservative and NOP parties, with the NDP vote

coming more into line with the percent of the population identified

with those variables earlier associated with NOP support.
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Table 4~8 shows a similar decline of the provincial Liberal

vote in tracts 48~ 54 and 77. In tracts 48 and 54, the Conservative

vote has increased considerably while the NOP vote in 1971 has fallen

below its 1953 level. While the 1967 Liberal loses went to both the

NDP and Conservative parties, the NOP loss in 1971 went only to the

Conservatives. In tracts 44 and 37, the NDP loss went primarily to the

provincial Liberals.

In each census tract there has been a significant increase in

voter turnout. This has, perhaps, been part of the erratic nature of

voting patterns displayed in tables 4-7 and 4~8. However, it is also true

that the NOP underwent its heaviest losses in areas with a high pro

portion of British origin and production workers. It is this occupational

group, highly unionized on whom the NOP relies for a great deal of

its electoral strength in Metropolitan Hamilton. While this has

occurred, Liberal strength has generally decreased where it was strong

in 1971. In areas with a high population of production workers, the

recipient of NDP losses has been the Conservative party. In areas

with a low population of production workers, the NOP has increased

primarily at the expense of the Conservative party.

The high turnout in 1971 would suggest that the voter re-alignments

evident in the above tables are a fairly accurate reflection of the

support for each party within the electorate on the basis of the

percentage of the population that could be identified with the
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variables employed in the table construction. This adjustment also

indicates the stabilization of the three party system in the study

at'ea and in doin~ so reflecting some of the more dominant cleavages

within the electorate. In this respect, the MDP increases in tracts

1, 67 and 73 would indicate the growing importance of social class

as a major factor in provincial voting.

In areas with a high British population, the NOP vote closely

parallels the level of the population identified as production workers.

Following the 1963 provincial election, the Liberal party has not been

able to substantially increase its vote, while the NDP has generally

retained the level of support it was able to pull from the

Conservatives in 1967.

The Liberal Party is hi9hly associated with ethnic voting,

be it Italian or what is classified here as other European. Six

of the fifteen tracts randomly selected show a high ethnic or non

British population. Tract 6 is the only tract in which the Italian

population is the largest single grouping (36%). This is followed

by 21% and 24% in tracts 14 and 15 respectively. The remaining

three tracts (24, 30 and 33) have a 50 to 55% British population and

a 21 to 26% other European. In all cases, the occupational group

of rroduction workers formed the largest single occupational group

ranging from 33% to 48%. As ~~u1d be expected, the population is

characterized by Catholicism (35-63%) and low education (34 to 57~ one or

more years Elementary school.
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From this description, it is expected that tracts 6, 14, 15, 24, 30

and 33 would display an NDP-Liberal electoral contest. Tables 4-9

and 4-10 illustrate the party vote fluctuations in those tracts

displClying a lo\'~ British -- high Italian (table 4-9) and lo'tJ British -_

high other European (table 4-10).

In all but one case (tract 33) the Liberal party has decreased its

vote from its 1963 level. The NOP support is almost identical to its

1963 vote with the exception of tract 15. It has been the Conservative

vote that has benefitted from the Liberal and NOP losses. These tracts

also display a stronger three party competition than in the eal~lier

tables. The pattern in tables 4-7 and 4-8 was that of significant

losses of Liberal and Conservative votes to the ~DP in 1967, with only

the Conservative Party being ~ble to win much of this vote back in 1971.

While tables 4-9 and 4-10 show much smaller swings within the electorate,

the loss of NOP votes to the Conservatives is generally consistent,

with the exception of tract 33.

Hhere the Italian population is high, the principle contestants

are the nDP and Liberals (tracts 6, 14 and 15). ~!here the percentage

of the population is 50% or more British we find that the situation

from tract to tract shifts. Tract 24 moved from the Liberal camp

in 1963 to the t:DP in 1967 to Conservative-NDP tie in 1971. Tract

30 has voted overwhelminqly NOP and tract 33 has gone from being

strongly Conservative in 1963 to NOP in 1967 to Liberal in 1971.



Table 4-9

Percentage Changes in Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately Italian

With a High Percentage of Production Workers: 1963 9 1967 and 1971 Provincial Elections

Tract 6 i4 15

31

-5+9-6Change

111963 148 16 34 58 G~4~~;---~~-~~';-;2--;5- ~~l
. I

Change +13 -2· +2 +5 I -3 +7 +6 +18 +2 -4 +4 +61

'1967 1511436 63 311950 741431839 571
I I I

o i -5 +11 -7 -5 -11 +8 +1 +51

I , 63 126 30 43 69 I32 26 40 62l11971 I 45 23
L __~_

IProduct'i on I I I
workers 41 45 I 38 !

Italian I 36 21 24 I
Other = I I
European I 18 16 18 I

t -I Turn I Turn Turnl
IParty L L PC NOP uuo~_~_~_~P-=- NDP~~t L PC NOP outl

00
co



Table 4~10

Percentage Party Vote in Census Tracts With High Other European Population and High

Percentage of Production Workers: 1963, 1967 and 1971 Provincial Elections

Tract 24 30 33
I IProduction

Workers 38 48 33
IIItalian 14 9 7 ..

Other
European 21 26 22

IL
Turn Turn Turn

Party PC NOP out L PC .NDP out L .PC .NOP out
l

11963 35 22 32 62 28 25 47 59 29 39 31 64 I
I

Change -1 -7 +9' +2 0 -8 55 +5 +1 -10 +10 +4

1967 I 25 41 60 28 17 48 64 I 30 29 41 68134
I I

-4 +10 ,.
-2 +10 -7 -3 1+10 -15 +11Change -0 0 +5 I

I
I

1
1971 30 35 35 60 26 27 48 61 40 34 26 79 II I .

CX)
~
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Over the past three provincial elections there has been tremendous

movement within the Metro-Hamilton electorate. Class, defined by

education, and occupation appears to playa dominant role in affecting

the levels of support realized by each party ..

Where the British population is high and percentage production

workers low, the NOP has increased its vote, with the 1971 vote closely

resembling the dominant characteristics of the census tracts. In

these areas the NOP has made significant gains at the overall

expense of the Conservative Party. Where the level of production

workers is high as well as the percentage of the population of British

origin, the Conservatives have increased their vote, the increase

greater ~s the level of production workers decreases. The 1967-1971 vote

adjustments are nOP-Conservative in nature. In tl'tO tracts the NOP

has lost votes to the provincial Liberal party. Hhile these tvlO

tracts (44 and 37) do not have a higher non-British population than many

other tracts, these two tracts do have the highest percentage of the

population identifying with Catholicism (30% in tract 44 and 33% in

tract 37) of the nine tracts in tables 4-7 and 4-8.

Hhere the Italian population is the strongest there is a

Liberal-NOP contest. ~!here the ethnic population becomes more diffuse,

the Conservative vote increases as the percentage of the production

workers decrease.
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The data concerning provincial voting patterns in Metro

Hamilton has given a picture of an electorate which will vote Liberal

ot~ Conservative on the basis of ethnicity v/hile the ~IDP impact is

primarily on the basis of class. Through class cleavages, the ~IOP

is able to cross the barriel~s of ethnicity \·!hile it is much more

difficult for the Conservatives to do well in working-class Italian or

other European areas and for the provincial Liberals to do well in the

working-class, British, or protestant areas.

HO\'1 do these realtionships stand up during federal elections?

Does the level of voter turnout appear to affect the levels of pal~ty

support bet\'.'een the tvlO levels of pol itical activity? These questions

are lookerl at in the follOl·!ing chapters.



PART THREE



CHAPTER FIVE

"AN OVERVIEl-l OF FEDERAL VOTING PATTERNS

IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO"



CH,l\PTER V

Federal and provincial politics in Ontario appear to be dis

tinctly different. The trend in Ontario has been to support one party

at the provincial level and another at the federal level. l The

reasons for this apparent anora~y have been the subject of many

academic arguments, culminating in the now seldom postulated balance

theory. J\r::r:('\rrlir.~l to this theory, the Ontario voter' rationalized that

he was better-off if he did not let one political party control both

the federal and provincial governments at the same time.

The balance theory has been attributed to the historian Frank

llndelhill 1:1110 in an article called "Canadian Liberal Democracy in 1955"

\'/rote:

"By some instinctive subconscious mental process, the
Canadian people have apoarently decided that since freedom
depends upon a balance of power, they will balance the
monopolistic power of the Liberal government at Ottawa

by settin0 up the counter-veiling power not in Ottawa but
;n the capitals."2

1. The best and most celebrated examples of this are the federal and
provincial elections held in the late forties and early fifties.
Invariably, the Provincie of Ontario 9ave oven/helming support. to the
Ontario Conservative Party during provincial elections and turned to
the federal Liberal Party during federal campaigns.

2. l\s quoted in: \-lilson, J., and Hoffman, D., liThe Liberal Party in
Coniemporary Ontario Politics", Canadian Journal of Political
Sciences June 1970, p. 180. --
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~his argument is very unappealin~ to anyone who believes that

voters cast their ballots for a particular rarty for a multitude of

reasons. The voter\ concerns and issue orientations are not the

same at the level of provincial politics as they are at the level of

federal political act-ivity. P,ny discussion of federal-provincial

voting patterns must be treated very carefully, mixing an aopreciation

of the practicalities of political party structures dictated by the

federalist structure of Canada and the parallel regional alliances of

the population. A theory of this nature also inhibits the importance

of leadership images, policy, local candidate choice and voter

satisfaction with the incumbent governp!ent. For two genercttions of

voters in the tHentieth century, the Liberal party has been synonylllous

with the federal c;overnments \'Jhile the Conservat-;ve party has been

synonymous \'/ith the Ontari 0 pravi nci a1 governr::ent. The CCF frlDP has

been synonymous v!ith the I-Jest, and only recently "':ith ~'!estern provincial

governments. 3 This in itself presents a problem for the ability of a

particular party to project itself as a viable national alternative or a

viable provincial alternative without clouding the issue with the notion

that 'freedom depends upon a balance of power. I

Where in chapters three and four we saw a trend towards a

3. The federal l.iberals have fonned the national governfTlent almost
continuously since 1896. This period has been broken by the
Conservatives under Sir Robert Borden (1911-1920); Arthur Meinhen
(1920-1921); Robert Bennett (1930-1935) and John Diefenbaker (1957
1962). In the provinces there has been similar patterns with long
periods of one party dominance.
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Table 5-1 4
Percentage Vote and Seat Distribution for the Liberals Conservative and

NDP Parties in the Province of Ontario During the Federal Elections
Beb1een 1945 and 1972

Vote Total
Ch S tCCF/NDP

Vote Vote
Ch CONS-RVATIVE ChLIBr:RAl

Year
year ... ange t ange ange ea s-

%Vote.%Seats .%Vote %Seats %Vote %Seats

1945 41 42 14
42 +5 59 ~4 0 +1 82

1949 46 37 15 :l68 +1 30 +3 1 ..4
. --

1953 47 40 11 I60 -10 39 +9 1 +1 85

1957 37 49 12 I
25 -15 72 +8 4 +7 85 I

I
1958 22 57 20 I18 +20 79 ..18 4 -2 85 I_ .. -
1962 42 39 17

I53 +4 40 ..4 8 I ..1 85

1963 46 35 16
J II52 -3 27 +1 6 +5 85 Ii

1965 43 36 21 I
I60 +4 29 -4 11 I ..1 85

1968 47 32 20 i

II

75 -8 19 +8 7 I .,,1 88

1972 39 40 19 i II

42 46 13 I 88 II
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three party system in Ontario, this is not evident at the federal

level. In fact in terms of the ropular vote, the Liberal anci

Conservative parties appear to receive relatively similar levels

of support. The CCFjNDP plays the role of a minor third party seldom

receiving more than h!enty percent of the vote in anyone election.

During the decade of 1962-1972, the Liberal party played the dominant

role across the province.

GeOl~ge Perl in and Patti Peppin have offered some suggestions
r-

on thi s problem.:) They found ina survey of those changi ng theit' vote

between the 1963 provincial - 1965 federal - 1967 provincial elections

in the ridings of Eglinton and Wellington South that reasons for

such shifts in pal~ty allegiances vJere largely determined by the national

leader and the local candidat~ at the federal level.

4. This table was calculated on the basis of the reports of the
Chief Electoral Officer, Renort of the Chief Electoral Officer,
for the years 19G2, 19G5 and' 19GB:"Ihe 1972--erection results vlel~e
obtained from the Globe ann ~.1ail, October 31, 1972. The 1945-1958
election results are found in Beck, J., Pendulum of Power, Prentice
Hall, Scarborou~h, 1968.

5. Perlin, G., and Peppin r., "Variations in Pal~ty Support in Federal
unci Provincial Elections: Some Hypothesis", Canadian Journal of
Political Science, June, 1968. p. 286, -
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Table 5-2

1963 Provincial - 1965 Federal Elections

Leader

Candidate

Past Recore!

Federal

29%

61%

13%

Provincial

7%

1965 Federal - 1967 Provincial Elections

Federal Provincial-
Leader 32% 8%

Candidate 61 % 34~1;

Past Record 9% 26%

Provincial choices, however, were influenced by the local

candidate and the past party record. It is quite logical then that

a federal Liberal supporter could vote for the Ontaio Conservatives

solely on the basis of that party's incumbent status. But suggestions

of this kind and variations of the balance theory such as Dawson's
6notion of a cyclical patter!l of changing party support offer

insufficient explanations of the reasoning behind a voter's decision

once he enters the voting booth.

6. Dawson, R., The Govern~ent of Canada, (fourth edtion), University
of Toronto Press, -''toronto, 1969, p. 528.
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It is sufficient at this point~ however, only to note that the

voters in Ontario have generally tended to support the Liberals

federally and the Conservatives provincially. The reasons for this

cannot be adequately exrlained~ just as the study of electoral politics

is not able to adequately exolain or predict all the variances in the

decision-making process undertaken hy the individual voter.

This is not, of course, a situation unique to Ontario. Canadian
7

federal politics must be studied on the basis of regionalism' as party

support~ shifts considerahly from region to region. Consequently, we

have a Conservative party in Saskatchewan that is strong federally but

non-existant provincially. The Liberal party in Ontario is strong

only at the federal level. This does not describe the pattern in each

region but it does emphasizethe need to temper one1s analysis of

Canadian politics to take into account the influence of the political

environment of the voter \'Jhen studying electoral behaviour.

On this level we can begin to see some of the more salient

differences behleen the federal and provi nci a1 parti es. '.'!here the

Ontario Liberal Party VIas found to be predomi nantly based in rura1 ~

South-l'festern Ontari 0 ~ the federal party is predomi nantl y urban.

Hhere the Ontario Conservat"ive party "las found to be l:Jell represented

7. See Blake 0., liThe r"'easurement of RerJional ism in Canadian Voting
Patterns", Canadian Journal of Political Science~ March 1972,
p. 55-80.
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Table 5-3 8

Percentage of the Liberal, Conservative and NOP Vote

From Urban Ontario During the 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections

(the figures in brackets represent the percentage of the urban vote as

a percentage of the total vote for each party)

Year Liberal Conservative NOP

1962 43 36 21
(62) (57) (76)

1965 44 30 24 I(65) (58) (73)

1968 49 28 22
(61) (53) (66)

1972 40 36 25
(61) (54) (62)

8. This table was constructed on the basis of the election returns
reported by the Chief Electoral Officer for Canada, op.cit.;
the urban - non-urban distinctions were made on the criteria
outlined in chapter three. The federal urban vote was calculated
on the basis of 39 of 85 con~tituencies in 1962 and 1965 and
44 of 88 constituencies in 1968 and 1972.
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in rural and urban Ontario, the federal party is almost totally

eliminated from urban areas during the 1965 and 1968 elections. The

Conservative provincial base in Central and Eastern Ontario ;s trans

lated into federal support, but weaker. Only the NOP displays a strong

consistency with its provincial strengths~-the urban centres of

Southern Ontario and parts of Northern Ontario.

In looking at the differences betv.1een the levels of party

support between federal and provincial elections, urban areas are very

important. Table 5-3 prov'des a geod illustration of the apparently

urban orientation for both the Liberals and the NOP. Considering

that the federal Conservatives failed to win any urban seat in 1965

and only won one urban seat (Hamil ton ~fest) in 1968, the pet'centage

of the Conservative vote originating from urban areas is higher than

one would expect. However, the large federal liberal vote in urban

areas rekindles the old problem of accounting for the liberal vote,

and constitutes a major point of discussion in the next two chapters.

Federally, Ontario appears to support a two party system.

The Liberal and Conservative parties appear to present quite

different appeals between the two levels of electoral politics

being examined here.



CHAPTER SIX

"VOTING PATTERNS IN METROPOLITAN HAt~ IlTON: 1962,

1965, 1968 AND 1972 FEDERAL ELECTIONS"



CHAPTER VI

In the discussion of provincial politics in chapter three,

it was suggested that polarization of the electorate is part of the

process of the development of a strong three party system. In the

more detailed examination of the Metropolitan Hamilton study area,

it was also suggested that this polarization has solidified over

the past two provincial elections apparently to the detriment of

the Ontario liberal party. The implication was that a rigid polarization

could result in the squeezing out of one of the three parties culminating

in the development of a t\'/o party system. ~Jhile no hard evidence of

this is presented, the recent provincial election in Manitoba \~uld

seen, to indicate that an NDP-nonNDP polarization there has resulted in

the drastic decrease in popular vote for the Manitoba Liberals between

1969 and 1973 provincial elections in that ~ovince.l

In exmnining the federal scene in Ontario, the case for class

polarization is weak because of the lack of a three-party system. While

the pat~ties are the same in name and political philosophy at both the

federal and provincial levels, it \'1ould appear that the voters rank

the parties differently.

1. Gonick, Cy, "Schreyer's New Democrats", Dimension, vol. 9, no., 5$
1973. p. 5··7.
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In Metropolitan Hamilton, \'Ie see that while the federal Liberals

and the federal Conservatives battle for dominance, the NOP remains at a

much lower level of support. (table 6-1) While this table might

support the conclusion of Wilson and Hoffman2 that a higher vote

turnout during federal elections is a contributing factor to the higher

level of support given to the federal liberal party compared to that

received by its provincial counterpart, it also appears to parallel

the provincial scene, to some degree, with the liberals and NOP

reversing positions.

As a result of the high NOP support in the Metropolitan

Harnilton area, the NOP cannot be considered to be the minor party that

it appears to be during federal elections across the whole province.

While the Progressive Conservatives and Liberals are the major contest-

ants, table 6-2 suggests that the relatively high NOP vote is a factor

in keeping Metropolitan Hami1ton~ federal liberal vote significantly

below the federal Liberal support across the whole province.

Not anly is the unfairness of the Canadian electoral system

evident in this table (also in tables 3-1 and 3-3), they d~nonstrate

that there is a breaking point at which a party is either grossly

----------~---

2. Wilson) Jq and Hoffman, D., liThe liberal Party in Contemporary
Ontar'io Politics", Canadian Journal of Political Science, June
1970, p. 180.
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3Table 6-1

Percentage Vote Shifting Between Federal and Provincial Elections

in Metropolitan Hamilton for the 1962 Federal and 1963 Provincial Elections;

the 1967 Provincial and 1968 Federal Elections;

the 1971 Provincial and 1972 Federal Elections.

(percent change is indicated by figures in brackets)

Election Pairs Eligible Voters Turnout % Liberal % Conservative % NOP %

I

I
'j

1
1962

(F)

,

214,139 76 36 38 I 23
to (~17) (-7) (~13) I (+6)

1963 (P) 217,781 59 29 41
I

29
..

1967 (P) 238,426 66 23 37 39
to (+9) (+18) (e7) I (-11)

I
1968 (F)

I
248,061 75 41 30 I 28

- ,-,
I1971 (P) 283,085 73 25 42 31

to (+6) (+8) (~.1) (-8)

1972 (F)
I

290,658 79 33 I 43 28
..

l. ~ --

3. Table was constructed on the basis of the election returns
reported by the Chief Electoral Officer for Ontario, Returns
From the RecOl'ds of the General El ect 'j on, 1963, 1967 aiidlW'l ;
and'bYtfie Cll...,-erE ectO,"a Of-~i ceY- for Canada, Re.E2r~t of the
Chi ef El ectora1 Off; cer, 1962, 1965 and 1968; and tlie 19'~
e1ecHonresu"j ts reported in The Gl abe and Ma 1"1, October 31, 1972.
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over~represented or vastly under~represented in the legislative

chambers. In addition t it would appear that this bl'eaking point is

somewhat lower in Metropolitan Hamilton (38-41%) than throughout the

province as a whole (approximately 42%). The lower figure for Hamilton

·is of course t indicative of the strength of three party competition.

If we weaken our requirements for a three party system to the

distriubtion of the popular vote it would appear that t not only does

Metropolitan Hamilton support a three party system provincially, but

that it exists at the federal level as well. This iS t in part, the

reasons for the differences between the Metropolitan Hamilton federal

voting patterns and the level of urban vote received by each party in

the rest of the province (table 6-3). Only twice ( 1971 provincial

election and 1972 federal election) has tIe NOP vote in Metropolitan

H~nilton dropped behind its overall support in urban Ontario. In all

cases t the Liberal support in urban Ontario was greater than it received in

Metopolitan H!milton. This is also true for the Conservatives for the

three provincial elections and the 1965 federal election.

While direct comparisons between federal and provincial

elections are not possible t the data presented points to the same

conclusions for the existence of a three party system in Metropolitan

Hamilton during federal and provincial elections.

If this is the case t we ~~uld also expect to find party
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. Table 6-2 4

Percent Vote and Percent Seats on By Each Party in Metropolitan

Hamilton and the Province in the 1962~ 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal

Elections: Seats Are Indicated by the Brackets

M-H Ontario r~",H Ontario ~1MH Ontariol
!,

1962 36 42 38 39 23 17

I (20) (53) (80) (40) (00) (08) I,

1965 39 43 28 36 30 21

I
(80) (60) (00) (29) (20) (11 )

t

h968 41 47 30 32 28 20

(80) (75) (20) (19) (00) (07)

1972 I 33 39 43 40 23 19

(20) (42) (80) (46) (00) (13)

. Year· Liberal Conservative NOPI_~_---, ...o-;... ~..;.....-......;...;;..;...;..,; _

4. Table was constructed on the basis of the election returns
reported by the Chief Electoral Officer for Canada, op.cit.
and The GLobe and Mail p October 31, 1972.
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Table 6-3 5

Differences Between Provincial Urban and Metropolitan Hamilton Vote for

Each Party ~ All Elections (Provincial Urban Vote in Brackets)

Year . Liberal Conservative . NOP .. Turnout

(*)

66 (79) J37 39

(38) (31)

30 28
(28) (22)

42 31
(42) (33)

43 23

(36) (25)

0') [:6
-

962 38 23 76

(36) . (21) (77). (43)

963 (P) I 29 41 29 59

I (33) (46) (21) (60)
, -

965 (F) I 39 28 30 75

(44) (30) (24) (76)
\

(30)

1

1

I
1967«(P) I 23

'* not available

5. Ibid.
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polarization occurring within geographical areas of Metropolitan

Hamilton for the federal elections under study here.

Map D describes the concentrations of party support in the

Metropolitan study region. He find here that the geographical dominance

, Vof each party is much more restricted than VIas found provincially.
~ }

-:.kThis '/ould appear to be the result of the liberal dominance6 in the
I

Central-North end of the city. an area dominated on the whole by the

pr'ovindal NDP. He find that in Map 0 the Conservative domination

in Burlington and Wentworth County is confined to the Village of

Waterdown and the Township of East Flamborough.

Polarization, however, remains evident and in a manner that

suggests that the NOP and Conservative parties have been abie to

assert themselves within particular se~1ents of the electorate as a

party, distinct froin he others. It would appea~' in terms of geographical

vote distribution that this is an NOP-nonNDP polarization that

remains consistent between federal and pt~vinci~l elections.

To test this fur'tller, Pearson Product Moment Correlatiorts were

run on party versus party vote for each of the four federal elections,

6. The census tract mnnbers are:
Liberal - tracts 6, 20-32, 45 and 48;
Conservati~e - tracts 1, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12;
~DP - tracts 35-38, 42-44, 53 and 49.
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Geographica1 Distribution of Party Support in the Metropolitan Hamilton Region:

1962, 1965 f 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections
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similar to that done in Chapter Four.

As found to be the case provincially, the Conservative"NOP

correlations were the strongest. Liberal-NOP correlations are

weak \>litl the exceptions of the 1968 Hamilton City vote and the 1972

vote outside of the city. The Liberal-Conservative vote correlations are

significant only within the City of Hamilton. Tables 6-4 (a), (b) and

(c) are lacking in a meaningful number of significant correlations.

The Peat'son Product t~oment tables found in chapter four show much

stronger correlations bet,een party vote.

3?ble 6-5 LaJ.
Pearson Product Moment Correlations of Party Vote During the 1962,

1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections

(figures in brackets represent the levels of significance.)

LIBERAL

City of Hamilton (N=63)

Conservative

Burl ington and Hent\'lorth County (N=16)

·1962 1965 1968 1972 1962 1965 1968 1972

~-.5818
'5'__~

... 4239
(.001) (. 001)

1965 .. .4-806 ... 1780
(.030) (.082 )

1968 .6470 -.3828
(.004 ) ( •DOl)

1972l .8533 .6720
( .00l) (.001)
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Table6-5(b)

l.iberal

. .Q.u~~e of City.

113

1962. .1965 .1968 ... 1972 1962 1965 1968 1972

1962'-.2480 -.3346 I
( .184) . . . . . . (.004) ..

mOO .J
1965 -.3126 .3012

( .120) (.009 )
, . -- .

1968 .5029 -.3096
I(.024) ( .007) I,

.6975 'l1972 .3676
(. 081) (.OOl) I

~ - - .. I

Table 6';'S(cl.

Conservative

NOP

1962 1965 1968 1972 1962 1965 1968 1972
- -

1962!-.5669 -.6447
(.012) (.001 )

1965 -.6246 -.6350

! (.005 ) ( .001 )

119681 .2783 -.7066

I ( .149) (. DOl)

.3429 -119721 .4791

I (.031)
I

(.003).
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V On the basis of the evidence presented to this point, the

federal voting patterns in Metropolitan Hamilton has displayed a strong

two party system (in terms of the geographical dist ibution of the

popular vote and levels of the popular vote) between the Liberal and

Conservative parties. The federal NDP is very definitely a third party.

The geographical vote distribution does, however, display definite

electoral cleavages similar to those found during provincial elections.

This is also borne out in the graphs presented in the diagrams

6.' (a), (b), (c) and (d). The relationship between the NDP and

Conservative parties demon~r~ed in diagrams 4-1 (a), (b) and (c)

is again evident.

The higher level of Liberal vote displayed in these diagrams could

be related to the function of consensus politics as discussed in

chapter two. This will be discussed further in the following section of

this chapter and in chapter seven. Diagram 6-1 (d) is very interes ing,

displaying a distribution of popular vote through the census tracts that

presents a strong deviation from the general pattern. While aggregate

data does not provide enough information to discuss the 1972 election

fully, it merits discussion in terms of the data that follows in

section two of this chapter.

Generally, hO./ever, it would appear that the cleavages found

in the Metropolitan Hamilton electorage provincially have similar

patterns with federal voting patterns.
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Graphical Description of the Number of Census Tracts Areas

in Which the Liberal, Conservative and NDP Parties Received a Specific

Amount of the Popular Vote* During the 1962 Federal Election

Tracts

ok 1 = 0 - 9%
2 ; 10 .. 19%

3 ,. 20 - 29%

4 = 30 - 39%

5 = 40 - 49%
6 = 50 - 59%

7 =60 - 69%
8 = 70 - 79%

50

45

8764 5
Percent Vote

~+-- Conservative
30

20

35

40

I

Jfl
10 / /

5 I I
,I /

01:---.--..---.----
·1 2 3

25

15
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Diagram 6-1(b)

Graphical Description of the Number of Census Tracts Areas

in Which the Liberal, Conservative and NOP Parties Received a Specific

Amount of the Popular Vote* During the 1965 Federal Election

* 1 = 0 - 9%
2 ::; 10 - 19%

3 = 20 Q 29%

4 = 30 - 39%

5 = 40 - 49%

6 = 50 - 59%
7 =60 - 69%

8 = 70 - 79%

Tracts

50

876

-Conservative
-~NDP

i--Libera1

5

Percent Vote

35

30 COllserv-
ative.-

25 I
NDP.

20

15 /

10 1/I
5 II
r

o.l
1 2 3 4
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Diagram 6-1(c)

Graphical Description of the Number of CenSllS Tracts Areas

in Which the Liberal, Conservative and NOP Parties Received A Specific

Amount of the Popular Vote* During the 1968 Federal Election

Tracts

*1 = 0 - 9%
2 :: 10 - 19%

3 = 20 - 29%
4 :: 30 - 39%

5 :: 40 - 49%

6 = 50 - 59%
7 = 60 - 69%
8 = 70 - 79%
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45

40

876

~~r-----4------ Conservative

3 4 5
Percent Vote

2

oL.-- • _

1

5

20

10

35

15

25

30
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Diagram 6-1(d)

Graphical Description of the Number of Census Tracts Areas

in Which the Liberal, Conservaitve and NDP Parties Received a Specific

Amount of the Popular Vote* During the 1972 Federal Election

Tracts

* 1 = 0 - 9%
2 '" 10 - , 9%

3 = 20 - 29%
4 = 30 - 39%

5 = 40 - 49%

6 = 50 - 59%
7 :': 60 - 69%
8 = 70 - 79%
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.!lOpOr·ta22ce of It.hnicitl~Religion and Social C1a15 in the

V2ti'29-~fr~~troEolit2n Hamilton: ']J,§1.~ 1965, 1968 and 1972

"Federal Elections

In keeping vdth the pattern follO\'1ed in Chapter four, party

vote was related to some of the population characteristics of

Netropolitan Hamilton through the statistical measures of the Gamma

and Chi Square. Subsequently, individual census tracts were examined

to see how this statistical association was reflected in actual

voting patterns during the federal elections under study. The

census tracts that are examined individually are those used in

Chapter four.

Using the Gamma and Chi Square measures, the federal party

vote was found to be associated with similar characteristics to

those found during provincial elections.

\ \<,,>'\ ,-/

1 Federal liberal strength is (table 6-6) as was found to be the

case provincially) highly associated with recent immigrants from

119

Western and Eastern Europe and with Catholicism, low education

and iew income. However, th~ income relationships are sporadic enough

tc aSSel"t that the federal Liberal party does not appear to have

electoral strengths outside of those found for the provincial liberals.

That iS t the characteristics of the population voting Liberal remains

essentia1iy the same. The most significant difference between the

federal Liberal ~nd provincial Liberal voting support are those

relat;ng to I Immigrants 1946-1961, income $1,000. - $1,999. I and



'$4,000. - $4,999.'. In all of these ~ases the 1962 associations with

the federal Liberal vote is not transferred to the 1963 associations

with the provincial Liberal vote.

Despite the fact that the federal Liberal vote in Metropolitan

Hamilton has been considerably higher than the provincial Liberal vote

it is interesting to note that the federal liberal party would not

appear to have sign'ificantly reached beyond this small inter-related

group of variables. This certainly does not conform to the image of

the Liberal party appealing to the electorate over and above existing

cleavages. This is not the way consensus politics takes a practical

form.

The fact that there is 'little difference between the base of

each party's federal and provincial vote is evident in comparing

tables 6-6, 6-7 and 6-8 with tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6.

- Table 6-7 indicates the continued importance of a British,

protestant and highly educated population for the Conservative vote.

The strengths of the relationships in this table dealing with the

federal Conservative vote are very similar to those found with the

provincial Conservative vote in table 4-5.

Similarly, the federal NOP vote displays few relationships

with population outside of those relating to social class and to

some degree Catholicism. While the overall relationships

120
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. 'Table 6-6_[7
Significant Garr~na (G) and Chi Square (x2) Relationships Between Federal

Liberal Vote and Selected Population

Charactel'istics of Metropolitan-Hamilton

5i9

VARIABLE ,1962 1965 19681972

f~~~-':"';u-t-Ir-'--G--------.4-9-63-5---.-4-35-4-4---.7-~-9-131

of ------~---- '--------~1
Canada x2 39.00941 109.04552 138.42844j

IS:: .::11 .::00 .::00 I
I-Im-,n-lli-g-ra-t-ed-r'--G---.-S6-3-30---.-6-90-3-7---.-41-5-6-6---.7-0-'~18-1

1946- r 2 1
1961 I x 29.83487 55.54348 58.06540 55.86208

df 9 12 18 12

.0005 .0000

Italian I G .62526 .61254 .587861
l---------~---,._-----_. -,------'-'·"1

x2 40.64572 47.99074 34.719491

df

sig

12 16

.0001 .0000

16

.0043 I

4

.0614

.79091 .69048
--_.~._----------

15.31893

6

.0129

df

df

sig

sig

.93846 1.0000 I
-~~.~._.._-

19.34907 87.7726 94.80000

8 12 8

.0131 .000 .0000 I
I G .91549 1. 0000 .71880i
1----=-----------------------1

x2 8.98878 79.0000 23.53770

6 4

.0339 .0001

Polish

,

IUkranian
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df 4 6

sig .0026 .0339

Catholic G .45443 .57888 .41955

x2 77 .87158 69.27339 60.59063

df 18 24 36

(Table 6-6)
Variable. ---...........

Other'
European

1962 .. ·1965 1968 1972. ~. 4

I G .65328.48842,71880 I
.r----,.--..-.-~._u~·~- ~_~_~_~~__~~

x2 16.35527 13.64095 23.537701

4

sig .0000 .0000 .0063

One plus
!yeal"S of
.E1 ementary
School

I G .44011 .31559

1730.59210--45.84485---
I df 12 16

I---.--------------.. --I
___.__~__ .73579

t
23.3686

4

.001

sig .0023 .0001

$1,000.- I G .65868
$1 ,999. ---..

?x- 32.86553

df 10

sig .0003

I
.'

$4,000- G .54405I$5,999 1-----

x2 18.27843

df 5

15;9. .. 0026_ J _
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with income, education and religious variables do not change between

the federal and provincial NOP vote, the federal party does show strong

relationships t;Jith the $4,000 - $5,999 income bracket and one to

two years of High School education. Provincially the NDP associates with

one or more years Elementary education and non income variables.

Retaining the relationship with Catholicism, the federal NDP is also

associated, sporadically, with Presbyternians and Anglicans.

The relationships with federal and provincial party vote and

those variables describing the general population of Metropolitan

Hamilton are essentially the same. However, the levels of popular

support received by each party changes considerably. This change is

very evident within the selected census tracts. Why is there an increase

in the liberal vote during federal elections? Are they pulling the

Iconsensus' vote? Is the sign of class voting weaker during federal

elections?

Given that the associations described in tables 6-6, 6-7 and

6-8 are similar to those in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 the distinctions

used to differentiate between the census tracts in chapter four are

retained here for the purpose of examining the federal vote.

The random sample in chpater four related very well to the

actual areas of electoral dominat'on by each of the three parties.

Federally. the random sample includes four (tracts 6,24, 30 and 48)

of the 16 census tracts that have consistently voted liberal; two
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Primary

df

sig

26.12872

10

... 0037

1968 1972

.634;6__~~
43.53306 44.04434 1

16 24

.0002 .0075 I
I

. .652381-_._------- I
13.280691

6

.0388

i 25
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Table 6-8

Si9nificant Gamma (G) and Chi Square (x2)

Relationships Between Federal NOP Vote and Selected

Population Characteristics of Metropolitan-Hamilton

Variable 1962 1965 1968 1972

.33112 .35608

19.20767 82.59008

-\
I G,--------_._-

x2

.32526 1
'~·oo.9~;---1

df 10 I

, l_5_;9 .0_0_00 :

G-=--- --~-~-_.__...._-----_._._----
x2

llPresby
,terian

l~ngliCan

df

sig

10

.0377

10

.0000

.36451Catholic G
_. 2

x

df

sig

.40931 1
'--~-'---"""".---·----11

52.70146 42.448041

30 24 I
.0064 .01151
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(Table 6-8)

1972

df

.Variable .. 1962 1965 .1968

IOne to 1
1

G .55095.47037~ 1-....
two years "'--::::---------.-----.--------
of Hiqh x2 16.82935 9.78124
School I I

5 5

.0048.0817

Isig .0000 .0000
l~----~r=

I

$4,000.- I G .75171 .63966

$5,999. -;2"- -23. o575·o---·--;-~;4.9i·
10

.0000

8

.0033

df

df

sig

I ~ .86677 .76657 .82187 .51310.
l-~---~~'--.-----.-~----------.j.

x2 57.78635 42.74227 42.94805 27.5003 I
8 10 10 8

.0000 .0007 •

•54967 ----J
24.1506--1-------- I

8

.0022

Production
\'Jorkers
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tracts 44 and 37) of the nine census tracts that have consistently

voted NOP; and, seven (tracts 14, 15,33,67,73, 54 and 17) of the

forty-eight census tracts that have voted for at least two of the

three parties during the four federal elections in this study.

The examination of the questions posed in chapter four (Where is

the greatest variation of popular vote? How does the popular vote for

each party in 1962 compare to the 1972 vote? Are the vote changes for

anyone party related to a) an increase in vote turnout or, b) to one

of the other two parties?) is carried out here in a similar fashion •

.\ \'

Tracts 1,12,67 and 73 (table 6-9) are all characterized by

a high population of British origin and a low percentage of the

population identified as production workers. In each of these four

tracts the NDP vote is considerably below the votes polled by the

other two parties. Except for the sixteen percent decrease In NDP

vote between the 1968 and 1972 elections in tract 12, the federal NDP

vote does display a greater amount of stability than the other t\v.D

parties. In fact the large fluctuations in the NOP vote in table 4-7

is not duplicated here while the general pattern of an increase in

NDP vote from the early sixties to the mid-sixties and a decrease in

the vote between the later six years of the 1962~1972 decade is the

same. Given the generally small changes in the federal NDP vote in

this table, as well as that party's relative stability from election to

election, again with the exception of tract 12, it would seem that the



lX Table 6-9

Percentage Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately British With A Low Population

of Production Workers: 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections

Tract 1 12 67 73

,,~ 54 10 82 34 45 18 62 37 51 14 76 ! 33 50 15 80

+11 -8 +3 -1 -1 -3 +6 +5 I +5 -14 +6 -3 I -4 -4 +8 -2

I 40 .46 13 81 33 42 24 67 I 42 37 20 73 29 46 23 78 I
-1 +4 -3 -1 +2 -5 +3 -10 -1 0 -1 +4 +4 +1 -5 +9

39 50 10 80 35 37 27 57 41 37 19 77 33 47 18 87
-10 +7 +1 +5 -2 +27 -16 +12 -9 +12 -3 +1 -4 +6 0 ·U~

57 11 85 33 64 11 69 I 30 49 16 78 I 29 53 18 82
-- ,

British r~74-~·~-·_~~- 64~-1-72-· I 72 --1
Pro~ I I I

duction I I
Horkers 24 24 23 27

I.-- I

i Turn I Turn I Turn I Turn !IParty I L PC NDP out l PC NDP ~ut \ LPC NOP out I L PC ND? out I
I,r\L""l I ,,'"

I

_..
N
1.0
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increased strength of the federal liberal party from table 4-7 to 6-9

has in part prevented the federal NOP from receiving the non-Conservative

vote it enjoys during provincial elections.

The dominant actors in table 6-9 are the Liberal and Conser'ative

parties. The movement within the electorate does not, however,

completely eliminate the pattern of the level of NOP vote being

detet1TIined by the 1 vel of Conservative support found in chapter four.

The decline of the provincial Conservative vote between 1963 and 1967

was seen to be replaced by both the Liberals and NOP. This is

repeated for the 1962 and 1965 federal elections. Where the federal

liberal vote rffoained constant between 1965 and 1968, there were

minor changes in the vote of the other two parties as well. Between

1968 and 1972, hO\'/ever, the Cotlsel"Vatives dre\'1 sign'lficant levels of

support when the federal liberals dropped. Again, tract 12 proves

to be an exception. Tract 12 is an interesting case. The level of

the percentage of production workers is not too dissimilar from

tracts 1, 67 and 73. The significant difference is the much lower

percentage of the population identified as British. In examining the

census data, we find that the Italian population is very small (3%)

and the classification of other Europeans is 13%. The federal liberal

vote has remained at a constant 33-35%. This is roughly equal to the

non-British, nOn-pl"otestant population. Similar to the inability of the

provincial Liberal party to draw greater support than the percentage

of the non-British, Catholic population, the federal liberal party

shows the same tendency. Consequently the 1972 upsurge in Conserv~ive
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vote came primarily in areas of high British protestant population.

The relatively high levels of Liberal support in the rest of

table 6-9 suggests that the Liberals were able to draw votes from

the Conservatives much more successfully than the NDP. But again,

the increases in Liberal vote beyond the expected level of Liberal

support based on the non-British segments of the population, betw2en

1962 and 1968 were lost between 1968 and 1972. Is this a result of a

'consensus' appeal of the federal Urerals or primarily a disaffection

with the Conservative party under John Diefenbaker bebeen 1962 and

19651 The question cannot be adequately answered on the basis of

aggregate data. What ever the reasons was, however, the 1972

election is significant. The federal Liberal party cannot depend

upon the stability of its vote in areas with a high B it'sh-protestant

population. As long as the federal Liberal party is able to receive

30% of the vote in these areas, however, the NDP would appear to be

relegated to a minor position.

Table 6-10 is characterized by a high percentage of the

population classified as British in origin. The occupational group

of production workers is also high. Where table 6",9 was composed of census

tracts characterized by a British h non working class population, the

tracts in table 6-10 are characterized by a large t~rking class

population of British and European backgrounds.
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Table 6-10

Percentage Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately British With A High

Percentage of Production Workers: 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections

Tract .48 54 77 44 37

.....
W
N

73

-2

I I !
-1962 ,1 38 36 24 79 31 34 33 77 137 34 26 73 I 26 26 45 74 129 30 38

IChange ,+11 -15 +10 +3 1+3 -15 +12 0 1-3 -6 +12 -2 I +7 -12 +7 -4 1+3 -13 +12

11965 149 21 34 82 134 19 45 77' 34 28 38 71 133 14 52 70132 17 50 71

Change! 0 0 -5 0 1\+3 +4 -6 -2 +1 0 -2 +4! +2 +2 -6 01+8 +12 +7 -81

11968 49 21 29 82 i37 23 39 75 ,35 28 36 75 135 16 48 70 140 15 43 63

!Change NO DATA I, NO DATA 1-7 +11 -5 +31-9 +10 -4 +2 ,1_7 +12 -6 +11

1972 NO_DAT~l NO O~T:_~~~ 39 31 ~~_~6 26 44 72 33 2: 37. _7:J
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In each case of table 6·10 the voting patterns reflect a three

party competition not seen in the previous table. In th'is table the

NOP experienced a greater adjustment of its vote than was evident

in table 6·9. Similarily the Conservative vote fluctuated greatly

while the liberals undervlent the smallest change. With the exception

of tract 48, the Liberal vote remained consistent with the percentage

level of the non-British population. The British vote is more evenly

distributed between the Conservatives and the NDP. During the 1962 and

1965 federal elections the Conservatives lost a great deal of support

to the NOP in areas of a la ge population. The Conservatives,

regaining some of this support in 1968 and 1972, were unable to

regain it all. The Conservative increases between 1968 ~nd 1972 came

where the lib2r~ls decreased. That is to say, the Liberal losses

during the 1972 feder<ll election \'/ere greater than or equal to the

increases they experienced between the 1962 and 1968 elections.

In comparing this table with table 4-8, the most striking feature

is the reverse positions of the NDP and Liberal parties. It appears

that where the provincial NOP is able to draw support from the non

British groups in these tracts, this has not been the case during

federal elections. Hith the high relationship beb/een the Conservative

and NDP support, the federal Liberal party appears to act as an

intel~ening party at times dominating both the Conservatives and the

NDP~ but generally preventing the federal NDP from effectively

capitalizing upon the potentially high vote it could receive, and does

receive at the provincial level.



:: Table 6-11

Percentage of Party Vote in Census Tracts That Are Predominately Italian With

A High Percentage of Production Workers: 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections.

Tract 6 14 15

41
Production
v!orkers

IIta1ian

Other
European

, 45 138 1
36 1 21 24 I

I I

I 18· ! 16 I· 18 I
t ... _~_... __

Party I
I . . 1

Turn I Turn I Turn
0_~PCNDP 00ut _ !L_PC Nil? out 1 l PC NDP out I

--0

W
~

-1

67

66

20

+7

27

16

25

+9

61

1-13
I

48

o
71

71343233

+1

69

24

-2

20

+7

2750

54

-4

r j I I

53 23 18 69 I 49 26 22 70 I 45 35 20 66

+1 -3 +6 -1 ! +4 -7 +4 +1 ,+16 -19 0 +1

681 53 19 26

!-20 +13 +8

22

-6 +7 -8 +2 !-2 +15 -18 +3 1-10 +13 -10 +1

'I 44 34 1~~_:~_45 16 73 I 38 38 _17 ~7.J

1962

Change

11965
I

IChange

1
1968

fChange
!
P97~_
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Table 6-12

Percentage Party Vote in Census Tracts With A High Other European Population

and A High Percentage of Production Workers: 1962, 1965, 1968 and 1972 Federal Elections

Tract 24 30 33

78

o

78

-1

"7

224035

: J
I TurnI L PC ND? out

77

-5 I -4 -13 +11

72 39 27 33

-1 1+12 -5 -10

71 I 51 22 23

26
1 2~ I

Turn
out

34

36

+4

,..
-Co

38

PC. NOP

24

-7

17

o
17

43

45

+2

+3

I
I 4076

-4

72

-2

70

21

T
. I

urn i
out .. I L

22

-3 +1

21 25

PC .NDP

24 24

33

-9 +2

L

+4

i 45

49
I

I+3

I 52

Other
European

1968

II· Producti on I I I
I ~iorkers 38 I 48 I 33

Italian 14 I 9 I 7
I
I

I

,Change

Change
I

1
1965

11962

IParty

82

+5+3 1-5 +8 -3 +11 1-10 +15 -3

73 140 25 33 72 I 41 37 20

-6 +6 -1

46 27 24

IChange

j1972 _-'-. . _

......
W
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In turning to those tracts displaying a high non-British

population it will be recalled that in each case the percentage

of the population classified as production workers is also high. In

describing these tracts with a high non-British population a distinction

was made on the basis of Italian and other European groups. In tables

4-9 and 4-10 dealing with provincial voting patterns the provincial

liberal vote was seen to have undergone little change from tract to

tract. The only exceptions was the one tract displaying an Ethnic

population greater than 50% (tract 6).

A similar situation is evident in tables 6-11 and 6-12

with the federal liberal and federal Conservative vote much higher

than exists provincially. More than was evident in tables 6-9 and 6-10 t

the federa" Liberal party between the 1962 and 1908 elections, appears

to draw support beyond the level of the existing ethnic population.

The losses between 1968 and 1972 equalize this previous 'imbalance ' •

The high Conservative vote in these tracts suggests that at the federal

level, the NDP is unable to capture the ethnic working-class vote nor

is it able to retain the high level of support it receives from the

British working class population during provincial elections.

Up until now little mention has been made of the level of voter

turnout. Compar~d to the three provincial elections the percentage

turnout during the four federal elections have been very stable.



Generally the small increases/decreases in the turnout would appear

to have had little affect on the support of the three parties at the

federal level. What is more striking is the higher t~rnout between

federal and provincial elections.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION
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CHAPTER VII

The Liberal Problem

The attenlpt of this paper has not been to test Horowitz1s

interpretation of Liberalism, Conservatism and Socialism presented

in chapter two as much as to utilize this interpretation as a frame

work for the ecological analysis of Met opolitan Hamilton. The data

has, however, tended to support the assertion of Ho~owitz that there

is a relationship between the Conservatives and the NOP.

"••• the relative strength of socialism in Canada
is related to the relative strength of toryism.•. 111

In addition, the data has shown that the federal Liberal party

attracts more support from non-British - protestant population areas of

r·1etrcJpol itan Hamilton ccrnpared to its provincial counterpar't. Hhile

this has occurred, the case for consensus politics reflected in the

Metropolitan Hamilton electorate remains weak. The Liberal vote is

as much a proQuct of social cleavages as is the support given to the

Conservatives and the NDP. This is applicable to both the federal and

provincial patterns of voting. The significant differences appear

to be with the ability of the federal Liberals to succeed in British

upper and middle class areas during the early and mid-1960's. This

1. Horowitz, G., Canadian Labour in Politics, University of Toronto
Press, Toronto:-lr9~~ 3.
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support, however, was also seen to be unstable.

Not only is the consensus appeal of the liberal party in

~1etropolitan Hamilton a tenuous one, it \'1ould appear to be tenuous

nationally as well. The success of the federal Liberal party is not

the result of a domination of the centre asserted by Horowitz but more

the ability of the Liberal party \'lith its l1on-Br'itish support to

capitalize upon the Conservative~NDP cleavages within English

Canada. A ter examining the levels and areas of support for all three

parties on a national basis, Jean Laponce has concluded that:

".•. the Liberals who have controlled federal
politics for most of the past three generations
do not appear on the dominant side of any of
the four cleavages (religion, region, language
and social class). They show the least social
class identification and are the only party to
have been systematically associated over the
past twenty years with the second province,
the second language, and the second religion;
an illustration of how to be second in order to
be first. 1I2

There is no mention here of a consensus appeal. Indeed, the

subtraction of the Liberal support in Quebec in terms of representation

2. Laponce, J., "Post-dieting Electoral Cleavages in Canadian
Federal Elect'ions, 1949~1968: Material for a Footnote",

. 'Canadian Journal of Political Science~ June 1972, p. 284.



whatever level the election is held.

in the House of Commons, ~~uld completely change the character of

Canadian federal politics since Horld \~ar II. Without Quebec, the

Conservative party would likely to have formed the government in

Ottawa continuously since 1957 if not at an earlier date.

In as much as there is an element of Liberal support in

English Canada that is determined by the view of consensus politics,

the withdrawal of English.French cleavages in the Canadian syst m

would destroy the Liberal party as it exists today. Is then the

difference between the federal and provincial Liberal support in

Ontario and/or Metropolitan Hamilton due to this consensus appeal?

The data in chapters three to six vlould suggest that such an impact

has been small and unstable. John Wilson and David Hoffman3 have

exa~ined this problem in gre~ter detail and have concluded that the

differences in the level of voter turnout between federal and

provincial elections in urban areas has been a crucial factor in

determining the electoral support of the federal and provincial

liberal parties. In the rural areas, however, they observed that

II ••• in a number of rural constituencies the proportion of the

registered electorate voting liberal hardly changes at all, at
.A

------,-_._- -----
3. Wilson, J., and Hoffman, D., "The Ontario liberal Party in

Contemporary Ontario Politics"~ ~adian JOUl-nal of Political
ScieryE.~, June, 1970.

4. ·Ibid.~ p. 185.
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House of CQ,'1lJl10nS Seats Won by Each Party Nationally and in Engl ish Canada.

During the Federal Elections Between 1945 and 1972

Year. Liberal. Conservative CCF/NOP

Creditiste,
Sod a1 Credi t

&Others

,- "945 i

I
Nationally

English
Canada

125

72

67

65

28

28

25

12

1949 Nationally
English

Canada

193

125

41

39

13

13

15

15

15

20

23

23

47

51

105

171Nationa11y

English
C~nada

I 1957 Nationally 105 112 25 23
English

I Canada 43 103 25 19
I..

1958 Nationally 49 208 8 0
Engli sh

Canada 24 158 8 0 I
i 1962 1 Nationally 100 116 19 30

I Engli sh
C1.l.nada 65 102 19 4

I
1963

,
Nationally 129 95 17 24
English

Canada 82 87 17 4
. - .. ..

'[1953
1

. I,--·---+-1----------------------
I

.~._---_--l
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(Table 7-1)

Year

Creditiste
Social Credit

Liberal Conservative CCF/NDP &Others

-1:-..--" -----"

1965 Nationally 131 97 21 16
Engli sh

Canada 75 79 21 5

i 1968 Nati ana11y 155 72 22 15

English
Canada 99 68 22 1

1972 Nationally 109 107 31 16

English
Canada 56 105 31 0

5. This table is adapted from the tables presented in: Beck, J.,
Pendul m of Pm'!er, Prentice~Ha11, Scarborough, 1968, pages 257,
~3,2S7:30~4g,371,397,419.
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Utilizing an aggregate data analysis on the basis of the

census tracts, Wilson and Hoffman also found that the changes that

"take place between federal and provincial elections are explained

(federally) in terms of a shift from the Conservatives in the middle

class•.•and (provinciarly in terms of) an inct~ease in non~voting

(almost entirely at the expense of the Liberals) in areas of working

class concentration. 1t6

The data presented in chapters four and six would support

that conclusion. For both federal and provincial elections the areas

with the lowest turnouts are those characterized by a large working

class and a high non-British population - those areas where the Liberal

party receives its strongest and most stable support.

It will also be recalled from chapter six in particular, that

the federal Liberal vote was substantially higher than the provincial

Liberal vote in almost every census tract considered. It was also

seen in chapter six that the federal Liberal party appeared to

receive little consistent electoral support beyond what \·/ould be

expected given the level of non-British - working-class voters in any

given census tract.

6. "Ibid., p. 190.
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Party Competition and Social Class

The traditional variables used in analysing Canad"an voting

behaviour have emphasized the differences of party support on the

basis of religion and ethnicity. On those grounds substantial

differences CJn be demonstrated and a case made for party cleavages

along these lines. It is, however, the NDP that deviates from this

pattern. John Hilson found that Ilthere appears to be a broad

connection between the relative class composition of the riding's

(Waterloo South) religious groups and their propensity to shift to the

NDP."7 In other words, lONer class identifiers are most likely to

change their vote regardless of the religious affiliation. The

importance of class to the NDP vote is supported by Meisel who found

that 1160% of its (NOP) vote came from labour and those thinking of

themselves as working or lower class."B

Grace Anderson, in a study of the North End of Hamilton just

prior to the 1962 election found that religious affiliation lIis mOlae

influential in voting behaviour than any other variable tested."9

7. ~Ji1son, J., Upolitics and Social Class in Canada: The Case of
Waterloo South ll

, Canadian Journal of Political Science, September,
1967, p. 290.

8. Meisel t J., Workinq Papers on Canadian Politics, McGill-Queens
University Press, ~ont eal, 197j, p. 3.

9. Anderson, G., "Voting Behaviour and Ethnic-Religious Variables:
A Study of a Federal Election in Hamilton, Ontario ll

, Canadian
Journat of Economic and Pol i ical Science, February, 9 6, p. 37.
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She was, however t unable to test for the class variable in an area of

the city where the NOP received twenty-t ~ percent of the vote in the

1962 federal election and forty-four percent in the 1963 provincial

election.

Lyn McOonald writes in her study of religion and vote in

Ontario that the IINOP vote is not affected by Protestant-Catholic

differences."lO

It is repeated evidence of this type that reinfol'ces the

importance of studying the electoral behaviour of Canadians along several

different dimensions. Party support varies from region to region and with

that t the predictive variable used to analyse voting behaviour changes as

weli. More important, however t is the need to view the NDP as a party

that has achieved a certain measure of success in its attempts at

electoral polarization. To write that the NOP lacks support from the

United Church adherents or t from certain income levels or, from some

ethnic communities t constitutes a nlisunderstanding of the means by which

the NOP achieves electoral success. If the means are different in an

effort to achieve different goals (albeit through the same institution)

the analysis of the process cannot be comparable. In other \~rds» an

10. McDonald, L., "Religion and Voting: A Study of the 1968 Federal
Election in Ontario ll

, ~adian Review of SociolQgY and
~nt~~J'-l~Y, 6 (3), 1969, p. 135.
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e~anlination of the political process where the NDP consistently demon

strates significant support (beyond that which would be considered a

'protest' vote) must be done on the basis of electoral polarization.

Until recent years, theories of brokerage and consensus politics have

. typified studies of Canadian elections.. As class polarization becomes

more and more apparent, it \'/i11 be necessary to re-think the means of

analysis and foundations of Canadian political party support.

While the analysis in this paper has been incomplete in many

ways, it has been evident that there are consistent patterns between

the federal and provincial levels of political activity, demonstrating

significant electoral cleavages. The significant cleavage appears to

be that related to social class. It is significant because it is

through the accentuation of this cleavage in Metropolitan Hamilton that

the NOP ;s able to denonstrate considerably higher levels of support

than ;s evident in the rest of the province using the social class cleavage

to cross over the ethnic and religious cleavages.

While the polarization between Conservatism and socialism

that Horowitz outlines exists, the socialist challenge to the

Conservative party will be strongest where the Liberal impact is

minimal. The minimization of this impact will be possible only as the

consensus appeal of the Liberal party continues to weaken and as the

NDP attracts a higher and higher percentage of the non-British,

working-class vote.
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The 1971 provincial and the 1972 federal election results in

Metropolitan Hamilton are apparent examples of the interchange of

Conservative and NOP voting support along the dimension of social c)ass.

In a 1972 election survey by Peter Regenstrief, Jerome Black and Barry

Kay, it was found that:

liThe Conservatives cut into the Liberal lead thl~ough

exchanges with third parties ..•especially the
NOP. Only among unskilled labourers and French
Canadians do the Conservatives fail to decrease the
liberal lead. Moreover, Conservative gains over
the Li bera1s through the medium of NDP 1osses ~iJere

from among the NOP's bastions...among the
working-class, skilled labourers, labour unionists.

These findings very closely parallel the findings in chapter

six. Without knowledge of the issues and mood of the electorate in

1972, such results would be severe blow to the NDP attempt to

strengthen class voting, or even to consider class voting as an

important feature of Canadian electoral behaviour. The Conservative

vote, \'Ias, hm'lever, very much a protest vote as the Regenstrief study

found:

"Anti -Tl"udeau and anti -Li bera1 sentiments are among
the most important reasons for the September New

---""-
11. Regenstl~ief, POI Black, J., and Kay, B., "Partisan Stability and

Change in the Canadian Federal Election of 1972: Evidence
From a National Panel Surveyll, an unpublished paper presented to
the Canadian Political Science Association, August, 1973, p. 11.
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Oemo~rats to desert their party in favour of the
Conservatives in October which suggests that some
NOp1ers were sufficiently antipathetic to the
government to vote for a party other than their
own if they felt it had a better chance to defeat
the Li bera1s ...12

We have seen that this type of interchange between the

Conservatives and the NOP occurs with regularity. Over the past

decade this interchange has been fluid, that is, the back and forth

reiationships have normally been of equal size with the tendency

for Conser'vatives switching to the NOP more 1ikely to remain there.

The inability of the Liberal party to recover the vote it has lost

to the Conservatives, in particular, in the past, harbours good

signs for the NOP in the future. It is quite possible then, that in

a future election the ND? will increase its federal share of the vote

at the expense of the federal Liberals. For class cleavages to be

a strong factor in Metropolitan Hamilton voting this must occur.

For Metropolitan Hamilton, any future study of voting

patterns must be based upon a recognition of a strong polarization within

the electorate. The characteristics of this polarization are also

impOi~tant. First, ethnicity would appear to be the major factor in

determining Liberal vote both federally and provincially. Secondly,

12. Ibid_., p. 16.
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the Conservative vote is based on both the middle class and British

backgrounds. Third, for the NOP, social class is paramount. The

cleavage in Metropolitan Hamilton is not, however, strictly a matter

of three preditive variables as much as the interplay of class

variables with those who are of BritiSh or European background. At the

present time, the NDP is more successful in winning support from the

British working-class and~recalling Horowitz/this is to be expected.

The futul'e of the NOP as a major party feder'ally as well as provincially

lies not so much \'1ith the fortunes of the Conservative party as much

as with the need of the NOP to make greater inroads into the liberal

party support amongst working-class, non-British voters. Gains in

this sector of the electorate \ould appear to be crucial for the

emergence of the NDP as a much more powerful political force in

Ca.adian, Ontario and Metr politan Hmilton politics.



APPENDIX

CODING MAtlUAl

SELECTED DATA FROM THE 1961 CENSUS FOR
METROPOL !TAN HA~lILTON HITH THE 1963, 1967
AND 1971 PROVINCIAL ELECTION RESULTS AND
THE 1962 j 1965, 1968 AND 1972 FEDERAL
ELECTION RESULTS.
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This data set consists of 79 cases numbered 1 - 81 (numbers 58

and 65 do not exist). Each case consists of 10 cards numbered 1 - O.

There are 198 variables.

Cards 1 - 7 (1/8 of card 7) comprise the relevant data from the

1961 census (135 variables). All the data is in raw numbers. Variable

numbers 47, 56, 57, 69, 70 and 71 are index scores and are all two

column fields (except 70 which is 1 column). For each of these variables,

the decimal point is ommitted. Thus variable 70 if coded as a 7 should

read .7 and variable 56 if coded as 12 should read 1.2. Note also that

variables 65, 66, 73, 76 and 135 are dollar Yalues. Thus if variable 135

is coded as 2954. it should read $2,954.

The federal and provincial election results for those elections

held between 1962 and 1972 are found on cards 7 - O. These results are

coded in l~aw numbers as well as percentages. Note again the absence of

decimal points in the coding of the percentages.

For tracts 46 - 60, 63, 64, the 1972 federal election results are

missing. These tracts comprise the federal constituency of Hamilton

Mountain. Data for Beverly Township (case #79) is missing for 1968 and

1972.

All data is right justified; missing data has been coded as blanks.

For all cards: column 1 =card number
col. 2-3 = case number



Census Tract Number

1 - 65

.. Case Number

1 - 65
(note there are no
values for 58 and 65)
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Burlington

101 66

102 67

103 68

104 69

105 70

106 71

Haterdown 72

Ea.st Fl amborough 73

West Flamborough 74

Dundas 75

Ancaster 76

Sa1tfleet 77

Ston~y Creek 78

Beverly 79

G1anford 80

Binbrook 81



VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COLUMN SPECIAL
NUr~BER NAME· .NUtIjBER . .NUrl,BER RENARKS

1 Population 1961 I 4..8

.. SEX AND AGE

2 Males I 9-12

3 Males 0-19 Years I 13-16

4 Males 20-24 Years I 17-19

5 Males 25-34 Years I 20-23

6 Males 35-44 Years I 24-27

7 Males 45-54 Years I 28-30

8 Males 55-64 Years I 31.,33

9 Males 65 + Years I 34-36

10 Females I 37-40

11 Females 0-19 Years ! 41-44

12 Females 20-24 Years I 45-47

13 Females 25-34 Years I 48051

14 Females 35-44 Years I 52-55

15 Females 45-54 Years I 56-58

16 Females 55-64 Years I 59-61

i7 Females 65 + Years I 62-64

BIRTHPLACE

18 BOl'n in Canada I 65-69

19 Born Outside Canada I 70-73

20 Immigrated 1946-1961 I 74-77,

ETHNIC GROUP

21 British Isles II 4-7
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VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COLU~1N SPECIAL
.NUMBER . , . . . . NAME ... .. NUMBER .NU~mER RFJ.1ARKS

22 French II 8-10

23 German II 11-14

24 Italian II 15-18

25 Netherlands II 19... 22

26 Polish II 23-25

27 Ukranian II 26-28

28 Other European II 29-32 Includes Russian and
Scandanavian.

29 Other II 33-35 Includes Asiatic.

RELIGION

30 Anglican II 36-39

31 Baptist II 40-42

32 Greek Orthodox II 43-45

33 Jewish II 46-48

34 Lutheran II 49-51

35 Presbyterian II 52-55

36 Roman Catholic II 56-59

37 Ukranian (Greek)
Catholic II 60-62

38 United Church II 63-66

39 Other II 67..70

EDUCATION

40 Not Attending School II 71-75

41 One or More Years
(Elementary) II 76-79
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VARIf'BLE VARIABLE DECK COLUt~N SPECIAL
.. NUMBER .NAME. . .NU~1BER NUMBER. .REMARKS_ .. --

42 One To 1\10 Years
(High School) III 4-7

4·3 Three To Five Years
(High School) III 8-11

44 One Or More Years
(University) III 12-14

HOUSEHOLDS

45 Households:
Occupied III 15-18

46 Fami 1ies III 19-22

47 Persons/Household III 23-24 Index score.

By'Number ~ Families

48 0 III 25-27

49 1 III 28-31

50 2 or ~10re III 32-34

51 With Lodgers III 35-37

Families: By

Number of Children

52 0 III 38-40

53 1-2 III 41-44

54 3-4 III 45-48

55 5 or Hore III 49~51

56 Persons/Fam; 1y III 52-53

57 Chi 1drenjFami 1y III 54-55

. f.~mi.1 ies By A~

.. Of Head

58 Under 25 Years III 56-58
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VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COl.UMN SPECIAL
NUr~BER NAf~E .. NUMBER .NU~1BER .REMARICS

59 25",34 Years III 59-62

60 35-44 Years III 63-66

61 45-54 Years III 67-69

62 55..64 Years III 70-72

63 65+ Years III 73-75

64 With Wage Earner
Heads IV 4-7

65 Wage and Salary
Income/Head rv 8-11 Dollar Values.

66 Hage and Salary
Income/Family IV 12-15 Dollar Values.

Occ,upie( Dwell ings

67 Single Detached IV 16-19

68 Apal~tments, Fl ats IV 20-23

69 Rooms Per Dwelling IV 24-25 Index Score.

70 Persons Per Room IV 26 Index Scot'e.

n Crowded Dwellings IV 27-29

72 Owner Occupied
[hIe" ings IV 30-33

73 Median Value IV 34-38 Dollar Value.

74 Reporting a
M0I4 tgage IV 39-42

75 Tenant Occupied IV 43-45
Dwell ing5

76 Average Rent
Contract IV 46-47 Dollar Value.
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VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COL UtflaN SPECIAL
.NUNBER NAME .NUMnER . NUMBER .. REMARKS

Length of Occupancy

77 Less Than One Year IV 48-50

78 One to Two Years IV 51-53

79 Three to Five Years IV 54-57

80 Six to Ten Years IV 58-60

81 More Than 10 Years IV 61-63

D\'Je11 i nqs YJith:
2J }

82 Furnace Heating IV 64-67

83 Fl ush Toil et
(Exclusive Use) IV 68-71

84 Sa th/Shm·/er IV 72-75
(Exclusive Use)

25 Refrigerator
(Mechanical) IV 76-79

86 Home Freezer V 4-6

87 Television V 7-10

88 Passenger Automobile V 11-14

Labour Force Population
I ---

89 Population 'IS Years
and Over V 15-18

90 Males V 19-22

91 Females V 23-26

92 Labour Force V 27-30

93 Males V 31-34

94 Females V 35 Q 38
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VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COLur~N SPECIAL
, , .NUMBER . NAME .NUMBER .NUMBER .. REMARKS

. 'Employment Status

95 Males With A Job V 39-42

96 Males looking For
~Iork V 43-45

97 Females With A Job V 46-49

98 Females Looking
For Hark V 50-51

C1 ass of \.Jorker

99 ~1a1es: \<!age-Earners V 52-55

100 Males: Se1f-
Fmployed V 56-58

101 Females: Wage-
Earners V 59-62

102 Females: Se1f-
Employed V 63-64

Occupational Division

103 ~'a1es: ~1anageria1 V 65-67

104 Males: Professional
and Technical V 68-70

105 ~1ales: Clerical V 71-73

106 Males: Sales V 74-76

107 Males: Service and
Recreation V 77-79

108 Males: Transport
and Comnunication VI 4-6

109 Males: Primary VI 7-9



VARIABLE VARIABLE DECK COLUMN SPECIAL
NU ,mER NAME NUMBER NU~1BER .R8'1ARKS

_~________c _

110 t~alcs: Craftsmen,
Production Process
and Related Workers VI 10-13

111 t·1a 1es : LaboUl'ers VI 14~16

112 Females: Managerial VI 17-18

113 Females: Pro-
fessional and

Technical VI 19-21

114 Females: Clerical VI 22-24

115 Females: Sales VI 25-27

116 Females: Service
and Recreation VI 28-30

117 Fema'les: Transporta-
tion and Communica-
tion VI 31-32

118 Females: Primary VI 33-34

119 Females: Craftsmen
Production Process, an
and Related Workers VI 35-37

120 Females: Labourers VI 38-39

~~1e2.:.._1Iage and ~a1a"!:y
Income

121 Undel~ $1,000. VI 40-42

122 $1,000. - $1,999. VI 43-45

123 $2,000. - $2,999. VI 46-48

124 $3,000. - $3,999. VI 49-51
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VARIf\BLE VARIABLE DECK COLUMN SPECIAL
NUMBER NAME. . NUMBER NUMBER .. REMARKS

125 $4,000. - $5,999. VI 52-55

126 $6,000. - $9,999. VI 56-58

127 $10,000. and Over VI 59-61

128 Average Wage and
Salary Income VI 62-65

females; Hage and
Salary Income. -

129 Under $1 ,000. VI 66-68

130 $1,000. - $1 ,999. VI 69-71

131 $2,000. - $2,999. VI 72-74

132 $3,000. - $3,999. VI 75-77

133 $4,000. - $5,999. VI 78-79

134 $6,000. and Over VII 4-5

135 Average Wage and
Salary Income VI I 6-9

Election Returns

Provinci al 1963

136 Liberal VII 10-13

137 Libera1 Percent VII 14-16 Note: All percent variables
are three col~ln fields;

138 Conser'Vative VII 17-20 decimal points have been
ommitted.

139 Conservative Percent VII 21-23

140 NOP VII 24·-27

141 NDP Percent VII 28-30

142 Number on Voters'
List VII 31-35
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VAR!ABLE VARIABLE DECK COLUMN SPECIAL
NUfltBER . .NAME .. NUMBER. NUMBER REMARKS

. .Fedet'a1 1962

163 Liberal VIII 38-41

164 Liberal Percent VIII 42-44

165 Conservative VIII 45-48

166 Conservative Percent VIII 49.. 51

167 NOP VIII 52-55

168 NDP Percent VIII 56-58

169 Numbet' on Voters I

List VIII 59-63

170 Actual Vot.ers VIII 64-68

171 Actual Voters Percent VIII 69-71

Federal 1965
-~_."

172 Li be'ra1 VIII 72-75

173 Liberal Percent VIII 76-78

174 Conservative IX 4-7

175 Conservative Percent IX 8-10

176 NOP IX 11-14

177 NOP Percent IX 15-17

178 Number on Voters·
List IX 18-22

179 Actual Voter's IX 23-27

180 Actual Voters Percent IX 28-30

Federal 1968-----
181 Li ber'al IX 31-34 Beverly Township not

included in 1968 data.
182 liberal Percent IX 35-37
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Vf\RIABLE VARIABLE DECK COLU~1N SPECIAL
NUt~BER . NAME ... NU~lBER. NU~1BER REfv1ARKS.

183 Conservative IX 38-41

184 Conservative Percent IX 42-44

185 NOP IX 45-48

186 NOP Percent IX 49-51

187 Number on Voters'
list IX 52-56

188 Actual Voters IX 57-61

189 Actual Voters Percent IX 62-64

·Federal 1972

190 liberal IX 65-68 No 1972 data available
for Hamilton Mountain

191 liberal Percent IX 69-71 (cases 46,~ 60, 63 and
64); and Beverly Township

192 Conservative IX 72-75 (case 79).

193 Conservative Percent· IX 76-78

194 NDP 0 4-7

195 NOP Percent 0 8-10

196 Number on Voters'
list 0 11-15

197 Actual Voters 0 16-20

198 Actual Voters Percent 0 21-23
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